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ABSTRACT 
Dispersion in heterogeneous porous media results 
from the simultaneous action of a mechanical phenomenon 
and molecular diffusion. The mechanical contribution ari-
ses from discrepancies in flow streamlines caused by 
inhomogeneities within the system. 
A two dimensional computer simulator based upon 
the moving point method was written. This method accura-
tely described all levels of numerical dispersion. 
Observation well data from the El Dorado field in 
Kansas were effluent history matched with corresponding 
simulator runs. Longitudinal dispersivities ranged from 
12 ft to 20 ft while transverse dispersivities ranged from 
o.oo ft to 0.06 ft. An "ideal" sampling scheme is pro-
posed for future field wide dispersion tests, enabling 
more accurate determinations of history matched disper-
sivi ties. 
The Lake and Hirasaki method of grouping layered 
systems producing effective one-dimensional disper-
sivities, was found to be a relatively quick, approximate, 
procedure. This method takes into account the oftentimes 
important relative spatial ordering of reservoir layers. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 General Discussion of Dispersion 
in Porous Media 
Dispersion in porous media fluid flow is the 
occurrence and evolution of a transition zone between two 
domains of the fluid phase with different concentra-
tions. (1,2) For example, let us consider a porous medium 
saturated with pure water contained in a cylindrical tube. 
At time zero, a chemical liquid compound mixed with water 
at concentration C0 is injected into the tube. The con-
centration is a step function at time zero (Figure (1-1)). 
The movement is unidirectional and the injection rate is 
constant. The concentration of the injected chemical com-
pound varies with time and position. The variation of 
concentration with position at fixed time has the typical 
aspect of an s-curve. The transition zone is frequently 
defined as the zone where the concentration of injected 
liquid varies from 0.1C0 to 0.9C0 • The width of the tran-
sition zone varies with the square root of time, which is 
a typical effect of dispersion. 
Dispersion results from the simultaneous action of 
both a purely mechanical phenomenom and a molecular dif-
fusion phenomenom. (1,2,3) 
1 
Co t=t
0 t = t 1 t = 12· 
c 
x 
Figure 1-1. Evolution of transition zone with time. 
1'.> 
3 
l.la Mechanical action 
The velocity distribution of a fluid flowing 
through a porous medium is not microscopically uniform. 
Variations of pore dimensions create discrepancies between 
the flow streamlines yielding mechanical dispersion 
(Figure (1-2)). For quantitative purposes, mechanical 
dispersion is classified as consisting of two parts, one 
in the direction of mean fluid velocity and another in the 
plane orthogonal to fluid flow. These are respectively 
termed longitudinal and transverse dispersion. 
l.lb Diffusion action 
Molecular diffusion results when a concentration 
gradient exists between two miscible fluids in contact, 
whether they are in motion or at rest. Fick(l,4) performed 
the first quantitative study of diffusion in 1855. He 
noticed an anology between diffusion and heat transfer, 
and stated that the rate of diffusive transfer of a 
substance through a unit area is proportional to the con-




NA - flux of component A 
D0 - diffusion coefficient 
4 
Figure 1-2. Phenomena of mechanical dispersion • 
................................................ --
CA - concentration of component A in fluid 
x - position with respect to the x-direction 
1.2 Conceptual Representation of Dispersion 
in Porous Media 
5 
In order to represent mathematically the disper-
sion of two miscible fluids in a porous medium, several 
models have been derived and discussed extensively in the 
literature. (1-3,5-10) Presented here are the early 
geometric models of Taylor and Aris and the macroscopic 
equation of dispersion which is used widely at the present 
time. 
l.2a Geometric models 
The geometric models were the first simplistic 
approach to dispersion problems and are not very represen-
tative of actual flow in porous media. The two discussed 
below link the porous medium with a model of bundles of 
capillaries. 
l.2ai Taylor's approach. Taylor showed that under 
certain restrictions, flow through a cylindrical straight 
capillary obeys Fick's law. (6) These restrictions are: 
1. Concentration changes along the tube due to mole-
cular diffusion are negligible compared to those 
by convective transport. 
6 
2. Radial variations of concentrations are reduced by 
molecular diffusion much more quickly than for 
significant effects to appear due to convective 
transport. 
Condition (2) needs further explanation. The 
distribution of velocities, v, in a cylindrical cross sec-
tion is parabolic. (29) Without diffusion and if, at time 
equal to zero, the displacing fluid is on one side of a 
-
cross section, the displacing fluid distribution at times 
greater than zero obeys the same parabolic distribution 
law (Figure (1-3)). When diffusion occurs radially, it 
tends to equalize concentrations across a cross section, 
thus opposing the formation of a parabolic surface of 
separation between the fluids. The curvature of the 
resulting transition zone straightens with increasing dif-
fusion velocities (Figure (1-4)). Condition (2) applies 
to the case of a high diffusion velocity as illustrated in 
figure (l-4b), whereby the radial diffusion has suppressed 
the effect of the longitudinal velocity profile resulting 
in a diffusion-like phenomenon. 
Taylor derived the equation of axial dispersion 
along a capillary as: 
a2 
2 
a 2c ac = Vmax 
at 192 Do ax2 (1-2) 
where 
a : capillary radius 
t = 0 t > 0 
Figure 1-3. Propagation of two immiscible fluids, showing 
shape of interface. 
~~~~~~~~~~~§~~~~;;;;,;;;~~=~~~~'='"-'====~==~7'-..c:c::==c.c,-co;ccoc.:.:.c.;ccc.:c==Lc-1-LH-l!; 4-: ~Jk.-~ ~ ..... ,... ~ .. ,,.~,.,., -.. '". ~ • - • 
-..J 
(o) ( b) 
Figure 1-4. Miscible displacement in cylindrical 
capillary for a) low diffusion velocity, b) high diffusion 
velocity. 
ro 
Vmax - maximum velocity (on axis of capillary) 
Therefore, he showed that Fick's law applies in 
cylindrical straight capillaries under the given con-
ditions and the effective dispersion coefficient 




192 D0 (1-3) 
l.2aii Aris' approach. Aris generalized Taylors 
method to handle irregularly shaped capillaries. (10) He 
noticed the asymptotic behavior of the moments of the con-
centration distribution acted like the normal law of pro-
bability. He stated that the mean concentration is 
dispersed according to a Gaussian distribution about a 
point moving at the mean velocity of flow. The effective 
diffusion coefficient takes the form: 
where 
v - thickness weighted mean velocity of flow 
a - dimensionless constant, a function of 
capillary cross section 
(1-4) 
l.2aiii Summary. The works of Taylor and Aris 
were instructive as they were the first attempts toward 
understanding the phenomena of dispersion in porous media. 
Unfortunately, flow in porous media is not very similar to 
flow in capillary tubes. The meandering of streamlines 
and local cell mixing is the dominant reason for disper-
10 
sion in porous media, while velocity distributions were 
the major contributors in capillary tube flow. 
l.2b Macroscopic View of Dispersion in Porous Media 
By various methods(l,4,24) an equation called the 
general equation of dispersion has been derived and is 
given by (all assumptions listed in section 2.1): 
where 
~ :i ~ ~ ~ 
V· (<j>K - VC) - V• (uC) = <j>aC 
at 
~ 
u - superficial fluid velocity 
~ 
~ 
K - dispersion coefficient tensor 
<j> - porosity 
(1-5) 
The dispersion coefficient is given in tensorial 
form to keep equation (1-5) as general as possible. This 
allows K to vary with direction, and its principle axis to 
be unalligned with respect to the coordinate axis. (24) 
The equation of dispersion (1-5) is the mathemati-
cal model currently used to account for dispersion in 
porous media flow. Most experimental work is based upon 
the equation and computation of its dispersion coef-
ficients. No assumptions have to be made as to the inter-
nal geometrical structure of the media, though boundary 
conditions must be prescribed on the macroscopic porous 
media boundary. (23,24) 
1.3 Experimental Determination of the 
Dispersion Coefficients 
Under the assumption of bulk flow only in the x-




Kxx - longitudinal dispersion coefficient = Kt 
Kyy - transverse dispersion coefficient = Kt 
Longitudinal and transverse dispersion in packs of granu-
lar material have been studied in the laboratory. (3,11-14) 
Most investigators studied longitudinal dispersion by 
filling a column of packed material with one fluid, 
displacing it with another and measuring the subsequent 
effluent concentrations as a function of fluid injected. 
Bringham et al. (12) have shown a convenient method 
for determining the dispersion coefficient for this type 
of data. In a slight modification of their method, (3) the 
function A., 
A. = PVI - 1 (1-7) 
VPVI 
where 
PVI = pore volumes of injected fluid 
is plotted versus percent displacing fluid in the effluent 
on arithmetic-probability paper. The longitudinal disper-
sion coefficient is then calculated by: 
12 




L - system length 
Ago - A value at 90% displacing fluid 
A 10 - A value at 10% displacing fluid 
The longitudinal dispersion coefficient has been 
found experimentally to have additive components of dif-
fusion and convection7(3) with the convective part varying 
approximately as the first power of the interstitial velo-
city, v. 
where 
Kxx = Do+ O.Scrdpvx 
F<j> 
(1-9) 
cr _ constant, a measure of inhomogeneity in the 
pack 
dp = particle diameter 
Often, the (O.Scrdp) term is replaced by a constant 
referred to as the longitudinal dispersivity, a~. (16) 
This results in: 
(1-10) 
The transverse dispersion coefficient is measured 
in a tube filled with packed granular material and fluids 
are injected simultaneously in a so-called stream 
splitting technique. (Figure (1-5)). Fluid A with con-
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cylinder, while fluid B with a concentration of 0 is 
injected into the bottom half. As the fluid travels 
through the tube, a mixed zone will grow in a direction 
transverse to the direction of fluid movement. If a pro-
file of fluid composition is made along a line perpen-
dicular to the axis of the tube, an S-shaped concentration 
profile will be observed. The transverse dispersion coef-
f icient is calculated by plotting distance from the 50% 
composition line (axis of cylinder) versus percent com-
position on arithmetic-probability paper. The transverse 
dispersion coefficient is calculated by(3) 
where 
(1-11) 
Y90 - transverse distance frorn 50% composition 
line to point where fluid concentration is 
90%, cm 
Y10 - transverse distance from 50% composition 
line to point where fluid concentration is 
10%, cm 
Kyy was also found to vary as the first power of 
the interstitial velocity in the longitudinal direction: 
(1-12) 
Replacing (0.0157odp) by a constant called the 
transverse dispersivity, at, ( 16) in the same manner 
described above, results in: 




1.4 Dispersion in Heterogeneous Porous Media 
Dispersion coefficients have been found to be 
affected by inhomogeneities in cemented outcrop or reser-
voir rocks. Part of the inhomogeneity is of a small, pore 
to pore scale which is accounted for by the (cr) terms in 
equations (1-9) and (1-12). However, there are larger 
scale inhomogeneities in natural sandstone. Permeability 
can vary in such rocks by orders of magnitude over a few 
inches, several feet, or even greater distances. 
1. 4a Lab scale 
Dispersion in lab size (less than a few feet in 
size) outcrop rocks has been studied by several 
investigators. (11-14) They all find that dispersion is 
greater than one might have suspected from particle size 
alone. Values for the quantity (crdp) have been measured 
on a laboratory scale in outcrop sandstones and are listed 
in Table (1-1). Only one value for the case of transverse 
dispersion was found in the literature and was given as 
0.25 cm. Values of (crdp) for longitudinal dispersion 
varied from 0.17 cm to 0.55 cm with an average of 0.393 
cm. 
l.4b Field scale 
The same mechanism causing dispersion coefficients 
to be larger than expected in lab scale sandstones having 
dimensions of a few feet causes even larger field wide 
16 
Table 1-1. ( cr dp) Values in Outcrop Sandstones 
Dispersion 
( crdp) 
Source Rock (cm) 
Grane and 
Gardner(ll) Transverse Berea 0.25 
Brigham ( 12) Longitudinal Berea 0.39 
Longitudinal Torpedo 0.17 
Raimondi(l3) Longitudinal Berea 0.46 
Handy(l4) Longitudinal Boise o. 55 
Average Longitudinal= .393 cm 
17 
dispersion coefficients. That is, there is a scale effect 
in that as the system size increases, the observed disper-
sivities increase. (15) 
Dieuhlin(l5) compiled data of observed longitudinal 
dispersivities in field displacements. He plotted disper-
sivities of various types of reservoir rocks versus system 
length (Figure (1-6)). Dispersivities as low as 0.2 mare 
reported for systems of length around 5 m, while systems 
nearly 5000 m long exhibited dispersivities of over 100 
meters. 
1.5 Heterogeneous Porous Media Flow Models 
The simplest model of a heterogeneous medium is a 
stratified system. (2) This is often not a bad represen-
tation because sedimentary formations are sometimes found 
to be stratified, composed of plane strata, of different 
porosities and permeabilities. Flow is assumed as uni-
directional and parallel to the layers with the x-axis 
taken along the flow direction and the y-axis transverse 
to the strata. The dispersion tensor reduces to two com-
ponents, Kxx and Kyy1 and ~ is assumed to be dependent on 
y. Equation (1-5) then becomes: 
2 
~Kxx ~ + ~ (~Kyy ~) - Ux 




Investigators(l,2) have shown that under special 
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Figure 1-6. Field measured longitudinal dispersivities 
plotted as a function of system length. 
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the unidimensional equation:(l) 
where 
2_ - -
KEFF a c - vx ac = ac 
ax2 ax at 
KEFF - effective dispersion coefficient 
C - flow rate-averaged concentration 
(l-15) 
Vx - thickness averaged interstitial fluid velocity 
in x-direction 
l.5a Fried and Combarnous Method 
The solution of equation (1-14) is a concentration 
distribution C(x,y,t). (1) The solution may be approached 
by deriving the moments C (y,t) with respect to x of the 
distribution C(x,y,t). These moments are defined as 
f+c:o cn(y,t) = -co xn C(x,y,t)dx (1-16) 
The moments c(n) of equation (1-14) are compared, 
at the asymptotic (long time) regime, to the moments of 
the simpler system given by equation (1-15). The moments 
were found by Fried & Combarnous(l) to be identical when: 




H - total system height 
l - thickness weighted average porosity 
Yrn - y-coordinate of bottom of layer m 
Vx - interstitial fluid velocity in layer rn in x-m direction 
20 
Thus the asymptotic behavior of a stratified 
porous medium is identical to the behavior of an equiva-
lent homogeneous medium having a dispersion coefficient 
given by equation (1-17). 
l.Sb Lake and Hirasaki Method 
Lake and Hirasaki derived an analytical method to 
determine KEFF for an equivalent one dimensional 
system. (16) This longitudinal dispersion is greater than 
normally existing in a corresponding homogeneous system. 
They found that effective longitudinal dispersion 
will result between two adjacent layers when their 
transverse dispersion number, NTDi is greater than 5. 
where 
NTD = 14 (L/H) KYY2 
H Vxl 
- transverse dispersion of slower layer 
_ x-direction velocity of fast layer 
(1-19) 
When this condition is met, the two layers will behave as 
one layer, for flow purposes, with a resulting effective 
longitudinal coefficient of 
Kxx + 
h1 (i - h f 
h1 ~ h2 h1 + h2 
+ 
4> 1 h1 (1-20) 






Kxx - thickness weighted average Kxx 
1 - subscript denoting faster layer 
2 - subscript denoting slower layer 
This procedure can easily be extended to more than 
two layers through the following grouping method: 
1. Calculate NTD for each adjacent layer pair. 
2. Locate maximum NTD· 
3. Combine layer pair and average properties. 
4. Re-index layers and continue until no layer pair has a 
NTD greater than 5. 
1.6 Goals of Research 
The primary goals of this research are: 
1. To write a simulator(s) that will accurately model all 
levels of two-dimensional physical dispersion in 
porous media. 
2. Calculate field scale dispersivities found in the El 
Dorado field through history matching data sampled 
from observation wells. Contribution of vertical flow 
near the wellbore (coning) will be taken into account 
and will be eliminated from dispersivity deter-
minations. 
3. Investigate methods of grouping layered systems pre-
sented by Fried and Combarnous (F&C), and Lake and 
Hirasaki (L&H) to determine which procedure is 
superior for flow modeling purposes. 
4. From the knowledge gained during the course of this 
investigation, present an "ideal" sampling procedure 
to determine field wide dispersivities. 
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CHAPTER 2. MATHEMATICAL MODELING 
2.1 Fluid Flow Equations 
Computer modeling of dispersion centers around 
the mass conservation equation for isothermal fluid flow 
in permeable media. For our conditions of single phase 
flow with one dispersing component, this equation is given 
by: ( 1 7) 
where 
~ ~ 
aw + V' • N = R 
at 
w = <j>pC + (1 - <I>) PsCs 
~ ~ 3~ 
N = pC u - <j>pK• V'C 
R = <j>r + (1 - <I> ) rs 
<I> - porosity 
p - fluid density 





C _ concentration of dispersing component in the 
fluid 
Cs - concentration of dispersing component in rock 
~ 
u - superficial fluid velocity 
~ 
~ 
K - dispersion coefficient tensor 
r - kinetic reaction rate of dispersing component 
in fluid 
rs - kinetic reaction rate of dispersing component 
on rock surface 
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Given the following assumptions: 
1. No chemical reaction of dispersing component. 
2. No adsorption of dispersing component on rock. 
3. Incompressible fluid. 
4. Porosity of rock remains constant through time. 
Equation (2-1) now takes the form of: 
~ ~ :::!~ 
~!s. + V· (uc - ~K·VC) = 0 (2-5) 
at 
Peaceman(l8) showed that for two dimensional, 





= ~ (~Kxx ax 
term is: 
ac + ~Kxy ~) ax ay 
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(2-6) 
where (if we assume isotropic flow) 
Kxx = D 0 
F 
v 2 v 2 
+ ai x + at m i---s:-1 ~ 
IV I V 





Vx - x-direction interstitial 
Vy - y-direction interstitial 
I ~ I - magnitude of interstitial 







Note that for flow only in the x-direction, the off-
diagonal dispersion terms, Kyx and Kxy are zero, and 
equations (2-7) and (2-9) reduce to equations (1-10) and 
(1-13), respectively, for Kxx and Kyy as given in 
Chapter 1. 
The cross derivative terms can be neglected even 
for flow in both directions if dispersion is small or if 
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ai = at· For our purposes, large dispersion was displayed 
by the field data, as will be discussed later, and 
ai >>at· However, Settari, Price, and Dupont,(31) have 
shown that neglecting the cross derivative terms causes 
distortion of the fronts similar to grid-orientation 
effect, which is a numerical phenomenon causing preferen-
tial flow along grid lines. In addition, the cross deri-
vative terms become significant only when the vertical 
velocity components approach the horizontal velocity com-
ponents in magnitude. Since this occurs only near the 
wellbore for the systems modeled during our research 
(Chapter 4), if at all, we feel that Kxy and Kyx do not 
have to be taken into account to prevent serious error and 
were not used in our simulation. 
For two dimensional flow, equation (2-5) can now 
be written as: 
<j> ac + a(uxC) + a(uyC) - ~(<l>Kxx 
IT ax ay ax ~) ax 




2.la Velocity determination with no vertical flow 
Most of our model runs were performed with no flow 
in the vertical or y-direction. For flow in the x-
direction, it was assumed fluid is injected into individual 
layers according to: 
where 
Vx = Q m 
- interstitial velocity in x-direction in 
reservoir layer m 
(2-11) 
Q _ total volumetric flow rate into all reservoir 
layers 
- horizontal (x-direction) permeability of 
reservoir layer m 
- height of reservoir layer m 
•m - porosity of reservoir layer m 
M - total number of reservoir layers 
A - cross sectional area of all layers 
Equation (2-11) assumes D'arcy's Law is valid and neglects 
gravity effects. 
2.lb Velocity determination with vertical flow 
Under actual field conditions, the assumption of 
fluid entering all layers according to their (kh) product 
is not always accurate. Consider the case, which will be 
explored during our research, of fluid injection or 
withdrawal through a limited perforated interval, intro-
ducing vertical flow. The basic pressure equation, 
derived from the continuity equation, must be used to 
determine velocities throughout the system. (19) For an 




V'-(T·V'p) - Q = 0 (2-12) 
where 
~ ~ 
T - fluid transmissibility tensor = kA/µ 
P - pressure 
Q - sink or source term 
(volumetric flow rate) 
The principle axis of the transmissibility tensor 
is assumed to be alligned with the coordinate axis. This 
assumption eliminates off-diagonal terms. (17) In two 
dimensions, equation (2-12) now takes the form 
Tx a 2p + Ty a 2p - Q = o 
ax2 ay2 
where 
Tx - transmissibility in x-direction = kx Ax/µ 
(2-13) 
Ty - transmissibility in y-direction = ky Ay/µ 
Details of the finite difference form of equation 
(2-13), boundary conditions, and its solution are given in 
Appendix A. 
2.lbi Use of source and sink terms. The source 
and sink terms, Q, are utilized at the system's inflow and 
outflow boundaries, respectively. The program was written 
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so that the perforated intervals could be set indepen-
dently at both the injection boundary at x = 0 and the 
production boundary at x = L (Figure (2-1)). The fraction 
of the total injected flow rate going into the perforated 
interval at x = 0 is given by fr with the remaining frac-
tion (1 - fr) being injected into the other non-perforated 
layers. The specified flow rates going into the perforated 
interval and the non-perforated interval are distributed 
into each layer according to their respective (kh) product 
as compared to the sum of the entire group of layers. 
For example, the layers in the perforated injec-
tion interval will receive fluid according to: 
where 




L (kx hm) 
m=PIT m 
_ top layer of injection perforated interval 
- bottom layer of injection perforated interval 
- injected volumetric flowrate into reservoir 
layer m 
The layers in the non-perforated interval will 
receive fluid in the following amount: 
kxm hm 
Qmr = ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-




Q • ( 1 - f I) 
(2-15) 
The perforated and non-perforated production 
intervals receive fluid in exactly the same manner as 
r 
I 













J -PIT -~ 

















discussed above, with the fraction of the total flow rate 
through the production perforated interval given by fp. 
where 
For the production perforated layers, 
PPB 
kx hm rn 
2: (kxm hm) 
m=PPT 
Q • f p 
PPT - top layer of the perforated production 
layer 
(2-16) 
PPB _ bottom layer of the perforated production 
interval 
Omp = produced volumetric flowrate from reservoir 
layer m 
The flow rates produced from the non-perforated layers are: 





(kxm hm) + 2: 
m=PPB+l (2-17) 
For the sake of thoroughness and clarity, let us 
relate mathematically the flow rates into and out of the 
individual finite difference grid blocks at the inflow and 
outflow faces, respectively, to the reservoir layer volu-
metric flow rates they fall within: 




- volumetric flowrate into the finite 
difference grid block (l,j) 
(2-18) 
(2-19) 
volumetric flowrate out of the finite 
difference grid block (Nx,j) 
- injection volumetric flowrate in reservoir 
layer m containing grid block (l,j) 
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- production volumetric flowrate out of reser-
voir layer m containing grid block (Nx,j) 
NG/L = the number of grid blocks in the vertical 
(y) direction per reservoir layer 
It should also be pointed out that further references to 
the total number of reservoir layers will be represented 
by M, while the number of grids in the vertical direction 
denoted by Ny-
2.lbii Velocity determination within system from 
calculated nodal pressures. Pressures at each node in the 
system are calculated from equation (2-13) and D 1 arcy 1 s 
Law is utilized to find velocities, Vx and vy, at mid-
points through the node network shown in figure (2-2). (20) 
For example, 
Vx•+:tj: , = -(kx) 1 Pi+l,j -
p i,j 
1 21) 
~ i+:l/2, j Jl AX (2-20) 
Vyi / j+:l/2 = -(ky) 1 Pi,j+l -
P· . 1,J 
~ i I j+:l/2 µ 6.y (2-21) 
where 
i - x-direction node index 
j - y-direction node index 
µ - fluid viscosity 
(~x) i+J/2, j - geometric average of (kx/ ~) terms in grid blocks ( i I j ) and (i+l,j) 
x • 
LlX 
i=I / "- i=Nx 
v l i=I ! 6 I 6 I 6 I 6 I 6 I 6 I 6 I 6 l 6 • 6 • 6 • 6 • 6 
I 
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
j=Ny 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
• Nodes at which pressures are computed 
6 Midpoints where Vx components are computed from 
pressures 
o Midpoints where Vy componets are computed from 
pressures 
Figure 2-2. Pressure node network and relative positions 








. i, j 
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Notice that the nodes of the system are positioned 
on the boundaries with regard to the x-direction (inflow 
and outflow boundaries) but are ¥2 spacing off the upper 
and lower boundaries in the y-direction. This is referred 
to as being face centered in the x-direction and block 
centered in the y-direction. The nodes are positioned in 
this manner for the moving point simulation and reasons 
for this arrangement are detailed later in this chapter. 
2.lbiii Velocity determination at system boun-
daries. The system is assumed to be bounded above and 
below by impermeable strata. The vertical velocity com-
ponents, Vy· ., at j = ¥2 and j =Ny+ ¥2 are therefore set 
J., J 
equal to zero. The horizontal velocity components, Vx. . , 
l., J 
at i = 1 and i = Nx are based upon the injection and pro-
duction flow rates, respectively, calculated for each 
reservoir layer as described previously. The velocities 
at the inf low and outflow faces are: 
Vx· . = ql,j 
l., J 6.y w 4> 1 . (2-22) , J 
VxN . = qNx,j X,J 6.y w 4>N . (2-23) X,J 
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w - width of system cross section 
<j> 
1, j 
- porosity of grid block ( 1, j ) 
<j> - porosity of grid block (Nx,j) Nx,j 
y - distance of grid spacing in y-direction 
2.lbiv Velocity determination at any point with 
system. Velocity components, Vx and vy, at any point 
within the system are found by bilinear interpolation of 
the previously calculated midpoint node and boundary velo-
cities (figure (2-3)). Linear interpolation assumes a pro-
perty (in our case velocity) varies linearly with respect 
to a specified direction between two known properties at 
given locations. The value of the property at a location 
between the known values is solved by multiplying the 
values by appropriate fractions based upon their distances 
to the point and to one another with regard to the given 
direction. (24) Bilinear interpolation for our purposes 
involves linear interpolation, with respect to the direc-
tion of the desired component (x or y), of the given grid 
velocities the point falls within. Linear interpolation 
based upon the same direction and distance is again per-
formed on the velocities of the grid adjacent to and in 
the transverse direction of the given grid. Finally, the 
two calculated interpolated velocities are again linearly 
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X- Point position 




A Yx component positions used for interpolation 
O Vy component positions used for interpolation 
Figure 2-3. Positions of Vx and Vy components used for 








Yp - y-coordinate of point 
Xp - x-coordinate of point 
Yj - y-coordinate of grid index j 
Yj-l/2= y-coordinate of grid index j-1/2 
x· l - x-coordinate of grid index i 
Xi-1/2 - x-coordinate of grid index i-1/2 
2. 2 Fixed grid finite difference 
Fixed grid finite difference techniques are well 
established for simulation of the two dimensional disper-
sion equation (2-10)(21,22) and were initially used to 
model flow for our purposes. Three general forms of 
finite difference approximations have to be used and 
include the approximations of the convective first deriva-
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tive terms, the second derivative dispersion terms, and 
the time derivative term. 
2.2a Finite difference approximations 
There are three main ways to approximate the con-
vective, first derivative terms: 
1. Upstream weighting 
(~) :: Ci,j - Ci-1,j ax i,j 6..x 
2. Central difference 
(; ;) .. 
). I J 
:: Ci+l,j - Ci-1,j 
2t. x 
3. Downstream weighting 
(; ;) .. 
). I J 





All three methods were studied by use of a weighting fac-
tor, WF, which can be input as a constant. 
(ac) = ax . . 
). I J 
(2-29) 
WF ranges in value from 0 to 1, with 1 corresponding to 
upstream, ¥2 to central, and 0 corresponding to downstream. 
The finite difference approximation of the second 
derivative, dispersion part 
~Kxx ~) = 
ax · · ]. I J 
of equation (2-10) is: 
(~Kxx)i+¥2,j Ci+l,j - ci,j 
6.. x2 









where the (qiK) terms at .1/2 grid spacings are the geometric 
average of the adjacent (qiK) block values. 
(4>Kxx)i+.1/2 ,j = 2.0 • (qiKxx)i+l,j · (4>Kxx)i,j 
(4>Kxx)i+l,j + (<l>Kxx)i,j 
The calculations are implicit with respect to 
time. That is, the concentrations of the grids within the 
system will be solved simultaneously at the new time step 
(n + 1). The time derivative is approximated by: 
( ac) = at · · l.' J (2-32) 
The fixed grid finite difference simulator was 
written for flow only in the x-direction (no vertical 
flow) and the resulting implicit finite difference form is: 
(
Vx. l . WF 
- l.- ,J 
~x 
+ (<l>Kxx>· 1 1. ·)ci:i+l . ( (2WF - 1) vx 1·,J· ~~~-1.--~~2..!....l l.-1,J + 1 + 
~x2 . <I> i, j ~t ~x 
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Equation (2-33) forms a pentadiagonal solution 
matrix and was solved with an economized band algorithm(l9) 
which reduced computer storage requirements. 
2.2b Boundary conditions 
The fixed grid system is block centered in both x 
and y-directions (Figure (2-4)). The system boundaries are 
at j = ¥21 j = Ny + V2, i = ¥21 and i = Nx + v2. Because 
of the impermeable strata assumed above and below the 
system, no flux exists at j = V2 and j = Ny + Yl 
vy c - Kyy ac = o (2-34) 
ay 
Earlier it was shown that Vy at j = V2 and j = Ny + V2 is 
equal to zero (no flow), therefore: 
ac = 0 
ay 
In finite difference 
At j = V2 
At j = Ny + V2 
(: ~ )i, Ny+l/2 • 
form, 
C· 1 = 1, 






Ci,Ny+l = Ci,Ny (2-39) 
At the inflow face (i = V2), the flux must be equal 
on both sides of the boundary: 
( Vx c - Kxx : ; ) OUT = ( Vx C - Kxx a c) 
ax IN (2-40) 
y 
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• - Node position 
i=Nx 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
.. • • • 





OUT - outside system boundary at inflow face 
IN - inside system boundary at inflow face 
If we assume fluid in the wellbore is very well mixed, 
outside the system ac/ax = O and CouT =CI where CI is the 
injected concentration. Therefore: 
Vx CI = Vx CIN - Kxx ac 
ax IN 
In finite difference form, 
Vxl , 





At the outflow face (i = Nx + :l/2), the flux must 
also be equal on both sides of the boundary, but there is 





Kxx a C) 
ax IN 
CIN = CouT 
therefore: 
are assumed to be 
= (vx C - Kxx :;) 
(Kxx ~) =(Kxx ~) 
ax IN ax OUT 
equal: 
OUT 
If we assume that (Kxx)ouT >> (Kxx)IN (which appears 
reasonable since the wellbore is outside the face): 







In finite difference form, 
(;; )Nx+lf2,j 
~ CN +l . CN . 0 X I] - X,J = 
b. x (2-48) 
CNx+l, j = CN . (2-49) 
XI J 
2.3 Moving point method 
Garder et al. ( 25) developed a numerical technique 
for the solution of multidimensional miscible displacement 
problems. This method uses the usual fixed grid system, 
but in addition utilizes a system of moving points for 
which positions and concentrations are computed at each 
time step. This method can accurately model all levels of 
physical dispersion without introducing appreciable 
numerical error. It was added later in the course of the 
research and was adapted to handle possible two dimen-
sional flow. 
2.3a Theory 
If we regard the second order dispersion terms of 
equation (2-10) as given functions of x,y, and t, then we 
can treat it as a first order equation. (25) The deriva-
tion of the characteristic curves is described in detail by 
Garder, (25) resulting in the following system of ordinary 
differential equations: 
dx = Vx (2-50) 
dt 
dy = Vy (2-51) 
dt 
~ 
~ ....>. ~ 




2.3b Convective treatment 
As stated above, this method involves a stationary 
grid and a set of moving points {figure 2-5). The sta-
tionary grid is divided into rectangular x-y regions with 
Nx in the x-direction and Ny in the y-direction. Due to 
the relatively few grid blocks used with this technique 
and the importance of history matching in our research, 
the grid nodes are face centered in the x-direction and 
block centered with respect to the y-direction {figure 
(2-5)). This arrangement permits accurate concentration 
determination at the outflow end because the node point is 
directly on the boundary and allows the grid points to be 
in the center of each individual layer of the system. 
Around each point, a rectangle Rij is constructed 





x· 1. - J/2fi x 
Yi - lf2t. y 
x. = it. x 1. 
Yi = it. Y 
< 
< 
Xp < x· 1. + J/2t. x (2-53) 
Yp < Yi + J/2t.y (2-54) 
i = 1, 2, 3, . . . Nx 
j = 1 I 2 I 3 I • • • Ny 
The moving points are used to solve equations 
(2-50) through (2-52), with each point corresponding to 
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Figure 2-5. Node network and point distribution for the 




point and n the time step. Therefore x~, y~ and C~ are to 
be calculated for each point at each time tn. 
The set of moving points are uniformly distributed 
through the rectangular x-y region at the start of the 
calculations. The calculation sequence is begun by 
obtaining pressures throughout the grid network by solu-
tion of the pressure equation (2-13), and subsequently 
velocities are obtained by D'arcy's Law at midpoints bet-
ween the grid nodes and at the system boundaries as 
discussed previously. Bilinear interpolations through the 
use of equations (2-24) and (2-25) determine velocity com-
ponents, Vx and Vy, for any point within the system. 
New positions for the points are calculated by 
finite difference forms of equations (2-50) and (2-51): 
n+l n n n 
Xp = Xp + D. t Vx ( Xp, Yp) (2-55) 
n+l n n n 
Yp = Yp + D.t vy (xp, Yp) 
After the points are moved, they are examined to determine 
the region each is in by equations (2-53) and (2-54) and 
the rectangles are assigned a concentration ci,j, equal to 
the arithmetic average of the individual points within 
their area. 
2.3c Dispersion calculation 
The change in concentration due to dispersion is 
now calculated for each rectangle. Equation (2-52), 
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applied to a two dimensional system and assuming the off-
diagonal dispersion terms are negligible, becomes: 
a c = 1 [ ~ ( <P Kxx a c ) 
at <f ax ax 
+ ~ ( <j> Kyy a C ) ] 
ay ·ay 
{2-57) 
This equation is used to find the change in concentration 
due to dispersion and can be approximated by either impli-
cit or explicit, with respect to time, finite difference 
techniques. The implicit method requires the simultaneous 
solution of a set of equations, while the explicit metho_d 
consists of a direct calculation based on known con-
centrations. 
Garder et al. {25) illustrated the explicit proce-
dure which takes the finite difference form: 
llt [{<PKxx) ·+11. • 
~ 1 121] 
1,J 
* * Ci+l,j - Ci,j 
ll x2 
{2-58) 
The explicit procedure (equation {2-58)) has a time step 
stability limitation and was changed to an implicit proce-
dure for our purposes. (24) 
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In finite difference form, the implicit method is: 
n+l n+l 
(<l>Kxx)i+l/2,j Ci+l,j + (<l>Kyy)i,j+l/2 ci,j+l 
-( (<J>Kxx)i+l/2,j + (<l>Kyy)i,j+l/2 + (<J>Kxx)i-1/2,j 
+ (,i.K ) + ,i.' ' ) Ci:;i+~ 'f yy . . , /, ~ 1, J 1, J-"'12 /:}. t 
+ (<j> Kxx) · 1" • 1-"'121 J 







Ci I j-1 
(2-59) 
Equation (2-59), as with equation (2-33), forms a pen-
tadiagonal solution matrix and is solved with an econo- '· 
mized band algorithm. (19) 
The change in concentration, for the implicit pro-
cedure, is now determined simply by 
t..c· · = cr:i+~ - c~ · 1,J 1,J 1,J (2-60) 
Each point is assigned a new concentration according to 
the region, Riji it falls in: 
Cpn+l = Cpn + t..C· . 1,J (2-61) 
The sequence is now completed for the time step 
from tn to tn+l and the procedure is repeated for each 
subsequent time step. 
2.3d Boundary Conditions 
Treatment of the boundary conditions at j = 1/2 and 
j =Ny+ ¥2 for the moving point_ method is handled iden-
tically as the fixed grid system discussed earlier. 
At j = 1/2 
ac - ci,o - ci,l = o (2-62) 
ay t..y 








c· N J., y = 0 (2-64) 
(2-65) 
The boundary condition at the inflow face, i = 1, 
is separated into two parts, convective and dispersive. (23) 
The convection part is treated such that points outside 
the system in the supplying cells are set equal to the 
injected concentration, CI. Not until the points have 
travelled farther than i = 1 (x = 0) will their con-
centration be allowed to differ from CI. 
Cp(x,y) = CI for x < 0 (2-66) 
The dispersion portion of the inflow boundary condition is 
treated by setting concentrations of the Co,j blocks to CI 
and setting the dispersion coefficient term (~Kxx) at 
i = :I/2 equal to (~Kxx) at i = 3/2. 
Co · = CI 
I J 
2.3e Boundary conditions at outflow end 
History matching is an integral part of this 
(2-67) 
(2-68) 
research, therefore treatment of the boundary conditions 
at the outflow end deserves special attention. Two dif-
ferent conditions were tried--reflective and 3 point 
upstream weighting. The reflective condition is given by 
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(; ~) Nx, j - CN+l,j - CN-1,j = 0 6. x 
CN+l,j = CN-1,j 
(2-69) 
(2-70) 
Note that face centered reflective conditions require 
CN+l,j to equal CN-1,j instead of CN,j as with the block 
centered simulation. 
The three point upstream condition is derived by 
Naiki(23) and is represented as 
CN,j = 4/3 CN-1,j - 1/3 CN-2,j (2-71) 
2.3f Treatment of points at boundaries 
Points in the inflow supplying cells are set at 
the injection concentration, as described in section 2.3d, 
and have x-velocities equal to their respective inflow 
boundary velocities and y-velocities of zero. Not until 
the points cross the inflow face are they assigned inter-
polated velocities in the manner discussed in section 
2.lbiv. As points cross the outflow boundary, they are 
eliminated and placed in the supplying cells, keeping an 
equal density of points within the system. 
2.3g History concentration sampling 
Two schemes were tested for outlet concentration 
sampling for use in history plots. One method is to flow 
rate average the grid point concentrations on the outflow 
end. The other scheme involves sampling individual points 
as they leave the system boundary. An average con-
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centration of all points leaving each individual grid 
block is then calculated. These average concentrations 
are flow rate averaged in the same manner as the first 
method. If no points leave the outflow end during a par-
ticular time step, the points nearest the end within the 
system are sampled. This point sampling technique was 
tried because of the apparent accuracy achieved as to 
fluid breakthrough, which is important in our history 
matching applications. The accuracy of breakthrough time 
in the second method is the result of sampling points as 
they cross the outflow face (or the nearest set of points 
within the system). The first method, using nodal con-
centrations, does not portray the exact arrival time 
because the nodal concentration will be affected by the 
points as they cross their grid block region at i = Nx - ¥2· 
The early arrival time error will increase as the number 
of grids in the x-direction decreases, pushing the 
i = Nx - ¥2 point farther into the system away from the 
outflow face. 
CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL STUDIES 
3.1 Fixed Grid Finite Difference 
Numerical dispersion is a problem with finite dif-
approximations of the dispersion equation. (19,22) 
dispersion present and no reservoir layering, pro-
files of injected fluid displacements should take the 
shape of a step function with C equal to the injected con-
centration behind the front and equal to zero ahead of the 
front. Conventional simulation of this displacement will 
exhibit a 11 spreading 11 of the front due to numerical 
dispersion caused by error in the finite difference 
approximations (figure (3-1)). This error should be kept 
to a minimum in order to accurately determine proper 
values of history matched ai and at· 
Numerical dispersion was found to be reduced 
by: ( 19 I 22) 
1. Reducing time step size. 
2. Reducing grid block sizes in the direction of bulk 
flow (x-direction). 
3. Midpoint weighting (WF = 0.5) the convection term of 
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3.la Effect of grid block size in x-direction 
Figure (3-2), showing a concentration profile at 
0.5 pore volumes injected, illustrates how spreading is 
reduced as grid block size in the x-direction is 
decreased. The simulator was first run with 25 grids over 
the system length, then again with 100 grids. Much closer 
fit resulted when 100 grids or a dimensionless grid block 
size, ~x/L, of 0.01 was used. 
3.lb Weighting of the convection term 
Midpoint weighting (WF = 0.5) of the first deriva-
tive term of the dispersion equation gives the most 
accurate results. Midpoint weighting was compared with 
upstream weighting (WF = 1.0) to determine which method 
would be best (figure (3-3)). Upstream weighting exhibits 
no oscillation as does midpoint weighting, but the 
spreading of the front is more severe. Since the process 
of history matching to determine values of ai is depen-
dent upon the curvature of the front, midpoint weighting 
is superior for our purposes. 
3.lc Grid block size in y-direction 
After determining the appropriate grid block size 
in the direction of flow, attention was turned to grid 
spacing in the transverse or y-direction. The K a2c YY-
ay2 
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to truncation error in the vertical direction. The simu-
la tor was modified to solve the equation: 
2 ac Kyy ~ = 
d y2 at (3-1) 
A concentration of LO was input in the blocks at the top 
of the system (figure (3-4)) and the program was run for an 
adequate number of time steps to develop a vertical con-
centration profile. Provided the concentration at the 
bottom of the system is insignificant, this problem has a 
direct analogy to the heating of an infinite slab. (4) The 
analytic solution is given by: 
C = 1 - erf Y 
y(4Kyy)t 
(3-2) 
Figure (3-5), a vertical profile of concentration 
versus dimensionless vertical distance, y/H, shows that 
truncation error is not very sensitive to grid block size 
in the y-direction. This is to be expected as the finite 
difference approximation to the dispersion term in 
equation (3-1) is second order correct. (22) Therefore, 
use of one grid block per layer for history matching 
should not introduce significant error. 
3.ld Summary 
Simulation by fixed grid finite difference methods 
is a fast process requiring relatively little computation 
time. However, to reduce truncation error, a large number 
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ments near the maximum allowable on most computers for 
models of moderate size. For example, simulation of the 
MP-131 well system (section 4.2b) uses a 17 by 90 grid 
block system requiring in excess of 200,000 octal words of 
storage. The normal maximum allowable storage on the 
University of Texas' CDC Dual Cyber 170/750 machine is 
220,000 octal words. Modeling of the outer observer, 
MP-132, would need more than the maximum allowable 
storage. Even then, numerical dispersion is barely within 
acceptable limits. Because of this, attention was turned 
towards developing a simulator utilizing the moving point 
method. 
3.2 Moving Point Simulation 
The moving point method properly takes into 
account all levels of physical dispersion. This method 
requires substantially less computer storage than the 
fixed grid finite difference simulator, but does take more 
time for corresponding simulation runs of similar accura-
cies. Good agreement resulted with the analytic solution 
to the one dimensional homogeneous dispersion equation, in 
history plots of concentration versus pore volumes 
injected, for Peclet numbers ranging from 00 to 8.78 
(figures (3-6) to (3-9)). This equation is given by 
2 Kxx a c - vx ~ = ac 
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with the approximate analytic solutionC16) 
C/CI = ¥2 [ 1 - erf c~:v:/::: ) ] (3-4) 
where 
NpE = Peclet number, for this special case = L/ ai 
At an infinite Peclet number, ideally a step func-
tion should result and as shown in figure (3-6), the simu-
lator gives excellent results. 
Oscillation develops around one pore volume 
injected at Peclet numbers of 878, 87.8, and 8.78. This 
oscillation, as will be discussed later, can be reduced by 
taking more grid blocks in the x-direction. 
History plot oscillation is inherent to the moving 
point method when dispersion is introduced. Points imme-
diately ahead of the displacing front with an initial con-
centration of zero will often fall within the same grid 
rectangle as points having an initial concentration of 1.0 
behind the front as shown in figure (3-10). Dispersion 
calculations are performed using the average concentration 
of all points within the grid and therefore those rows 
ahead of the front will lose more concentration due to 
dispersion than would naturally occur and those rows of 
points behind the front will lose less concentration. 
As an example, figure (3-10) shows three adjacent 
regions, (i-1,j), (i,j), and (i+l,j) having c*'s of 1.0, 
0.5, and 0.0, respectively at t = tO. Let us assume 
i-1 
x x 
Cp=l.O Cp= 1.0 
• ac= 
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Figure 3-10. Illustration of origin of introduced oscilla-









regions to the left of the (i-1,j) blocks have con-
centrations equal to 1.0 and blocks to the right of the 
(i+l,j) region have concentrations of 0.0. Let us further 
assume a concentration gradient of 0.5 between the two 
regions will cause a change in concentration, ~C, of 0.05 
due to dispersive flux to result during a given time step. 
Therefore, ~ci-1,j = -0.05, ~ci,j = o.o, and 
~Ci+l,j = 0.05, for the time step from t = tO to t = tl. 
All points in region (i-1,j) initially had cg= 1.0 and 
1 therefore have Cp = 0.95. Points in region (i+l,j) will 
1 all have Cp = 0.05 since they were initially at zero con-
centration. The points in region (i,j) experience no 
change because equal amounts dispersed into and out of 
the region. The two points at the leading edge of the 
1 front remain at Cp = 1.0 and the two directly ahead of the 
1 front at Cp = 0.0. Thus, the individual rows of points 
within region (i,j) do not allow a smooth transition from 
C = 0.0 ahead of the front to C = 1.0 behind the front. 
This effect is magnified by the outflow node con-
centrations, which are sampled for history curves, because 
they average only the points in the V2 grid spacing to the 
left of the nodes within the system. For our simple 
example using only two rows per entire grid, only one row 
at a time will be averaged as they pass through the last V2 







curve oscillation at approximately one pore volume 
injected for homogeneous systems. 
Concentration profiles do not exhibit the intro-
duced oscillation as severely as history curves while the 
front is within the system, away from the first or last 1/2 
node regions at the inflow and outflow ends, respectively. 
Using the same logic as the preceding discussion, profiles 
do not oscillate as much because the front is within the 
system and the nodal concentrations average the point con-
centrations within an entire grid spacing, thus dampening 
out any irregularities in concentrations between adjacent 
rows of points. Figure (3-11) shows a concentration pro-
file at 1/2 pore volume injected. No oscillation is 
apparent for the Peclet number of 87.8 and this is very 
similar to the results obtained by Naiki. (23) Both 
Naiki's and our runs matched the analytical profile well 
and oscillation is not apparent. 
3.2a Effect of boundary conditions and sampling on 
outflow end 
Sampling of flow rate averaged nodal con-
centrations on the outflow end with reflective boundary 
conditions proved to be the best method of history 
plotting for our purposes. Naiki(23) pointed out in a pre-
vious work that the three point upstream weighting boun-
dary condition exhibited less oscillation than the reflec-
c 
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tive condition. Our work agreed with the prior finding as 
shown in figure (3-12). However, the outlet node con-
centrations are calculated based upon the concentrations 
of the CN 1 . and CN 2 . nodes (equation 2-71). Con-x- 1] x- 1] 
sidering the case of no physical dispersion, the outlet 
node will record the injected concentration as soon as the 
front passes through the CNx-l,j region--before actually 
reaching the outflow end. This results in a history plot 
offset to the left. This "shifting" was found to occur 
even when physical dispersion is introduced as shown in 
figure (3-12) for NpE = 87.8. Because we required 
accurate arrival times during the history matching phase 
of this work, reflection boundary conditions were judged 
better for our purposes. The greater oscillations 
experienced do not present any special problems as the 
general trend of dispersion is not disturbed. 
As stated in Chapter 2, a point sampling technique 
was tried for outlet concentrations (figure (3-13)). 
Reflective boundary conditions were used at the outflow 
end, but instead of using node averaged concentration for 
history plots, individual points were sampled and averaged 
for each interval as they passed out of the system. It 
was hoped this approach would best describe the arrival 
time of the front, which is crucial for at determination. 
The arrival time was delayed as evidenced by the shifting 
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This method appears less desirable 
than using node averaged concentrations because the 
oscillations are more severe and the arrival time can be 
11 artificially" adjusted by varying the starting position 
of the first row of points injected into the system (see 
section 3.2f). 
3.2b Effect of grid size in x-direction 
The number of grids required in the x-direction 
without loss of accuracy is greatly reduced by the moving 
point method as compared to the fixed grid finite dif-
ference technique discussed previously. Oscillations were 
reduced as the number of grid blocks increased from 5 to 
21 (figure (3-14)). As the number of grid blocks increase, 
the already long computing times experienced by the moving 
point method severely increase. 
Table (3-1) illustrates typical computation times 
for homogeneous systems with both the moving point and 
fixed grid simulators (performed on The University of 
Texas CDC Dual Cyber 170/750 machine). Notice that the 
computing times on a per grid block, per time step basis 
for the moving point runs increase from 3.01 x lo-3 
sec/(grid block) (time step) to 5.21 x lo-3 sec/(grid 
block) (time step) as the system size increases from 4 by 
5 grid blocks to 4 by 21 grid blocks, respectively. This 
is the result of the greater number of moving points 
c 
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Typical Computation Times 
for the Simulator Runs 
CPU sec 
System Size CPU sec (grid block) 
(Ny by Nx) PVI (time step) 
4 x 5 12.5 3.01 x lo-3 
4 x 21 91. 2 5.21 x lo-3 





5.01 x lo-5 




needed as the number of grid blocks increase. The fixed 
grid simulator required approximately 1.75 x lo-4 CPU sec/ 
(grid block) (time step), which is substantially less than 
the moving point method. Because of the relatively large 
computing times taken by moving point simulation, system 
sizes should be kept as small as possible without intro-
ducing large numerical error. 
Even though use of fewer blocks increases oscilla-
tion, the general trend of the history curves remains the 
same for the model sizes discussed above. For our pur-
poses, 11 nodes in the x-direction proved sufficient for 
most homogeneous systems. 
In heterogeneous systems, no hard and fast rules 
can be drawn as to the proper number of nodes in the x-
direction. As little as 5 nodes were used for history 
matching the field test data for the El Dorado field (see 
Chapter 4). The best procedure is to make a few trial 
runs with the desired system and input data, then observe 
the resulting history plots and other important indicators 
such as material balances and computation time. Only then 
can the grid block size be properly determined. 
3.2c Grid size in transverse direction 
As with the fixed grid finite difference simula-
tor, only one grid block per layer is needed to assure an 
accurate description of transverse dispersion. The moving 
point simulator was modified in much the same way as pre-
76 
viously discussed for the fixed grid system, solving 
equation (3-1). Figure (3-15) shows that the vertical 
spacing of grid blocks has little effect on numerical 
error. A good match resulted between the run of only one 
grid block through the ten foot homogeneous system and the 
analytic solution given by equation (3-2). 
3.2d Effect of number of points per grid 
Figure (3-16) shows that the use of three points 
per grid in both x and y directions is adequate for proper 
two dimensional calculations. Error was increased when 
only 2 points per grid were allotted, while 4 points/grid 
did not significantly increase accuracy and would unne-
cessarily add to computing time. Runs with no vertical 
flow could be made with 3 points per grid in the x-
direction and 1 point/grid in the y-direction. 
3.2e Time step sensitivity 
The nature of the moving point method does not 
allow any simple formula for time step selection. As 
discussed earlier, the dispersion calculations were 
changed to an implicit procedure to allow greater time 
steps without causing instability. During the course of 
the research it became apparent that good results were 
obtained when the time step moved the points in the 
fastest layer ~2 their initial spacing per time step. This 
is no hard and fast rule. Different time steps can be 
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selected (larger or smaller) and yield excellent results. 
The time step should not be so great, though, as to allow 
points to either overrun one another or to race past the 
inf low end creating a larger spacing than originally 
intended. 
3.2f Effect of initial point position 
The position, with regard to the x-direction, of 
the first row of points entering the system having the 
injection concentration, can significantly affect the 
breakthrough point of the history curves. Figure (3-17) 
illustrates 2 different initial positions of points at the 
start of calculations in an 11 node system and their 
resultant history plots. The plot having the desired 
breakthrough of C = 0.05 at one pore volume injected was 
created when the points were initially placed 1/3 the 
distance of the grid block to the left of the inf low boun-
dary. When the points were started exactly on the inflow 
boundary, the history plot was incorrectly shifted to the 
left. Obviously, starting the points on the inflow boun-
dary appears to be theoretically correct, but the plot is 
shifted to the left because the nodes at the outflow end 
are affected by points as they move into its boundary ¥2 
grid spacing into the system. Therefore, placing the 
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history curve breakthrough. 
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0 
left of the inf low boundary artificially corrects this 
problem without significantly affecting the curvature of 
the history plots. 
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS 
4.1 History Matching Field Data 
The major focus of our research is to determine 
dispersivities (both ai and at) occuring on a field scale 
in actual heterogeneous reservoirs. This will be accom-
plished by matching effluent history curves produced by 
our simulator with data observed in miscible field displa-
cements. The only data available to us was from the El 
Dorado field in Kansas where a fresh water solution was 
injected through a well (MP-118), displacing the formation 
salt water, and flow concentrations measured in two obser-
vation wells, MP-131 and MP-132, as illustrated in figure 
(4-1). (26) 
The observation wells were not perforated through 
their entire pay zone, instead they were perforated 
through a one foot section (for more details see sections 
4.2a and 4.3). The wells sampled fluid through the per-
forated section at low flow rates, on the order of 5 
barrels per day compared to the injection of fluid which 
averaged approximately 150 barrels/day. (26) This low 
sampling rate was assumed to not significantly distort the 
flow streamlines through the reservoir in the vicinity of 
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Figure 4-1. Project layout showing location of the obser-
vation wells. 
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tioned directly between the injection and production 
wells. Because of these factors, a linear simulator pro-
perly models flow from the injection well MP-118 to either 
of the two observation wells, MP-131 or MP-132. 
For our initial purposes, no vertical flow was 
assumed, and the reservoir was modeled as being composed 
of individual layers given by the core data taken from the 
wells. These layers were assumed to have constant 
thickness, porosity, and permeability through their entire 
section and velocity independent of x. For these cases, 
the dispersion equation takes the form: 
Kxx a 
2
c + !. ~ ( <l>Kyy ~ )- vx ~ = 
ax2 4> ay ay ax 
where 
Kxx = Do + aivx 
F<j> 





The slopes and breakthrough times of history plots 
produced by the simulator are controlled by adjusting 
values of ai and at· 
4.la at Variation 
The transverse dispersivity, at, has the effect of 
making multilayered media behave, for flow purposes, as a 
single homogeneous system with averaged flow prop-
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Figure 4-2. Effect of at on history curves in two layer 
system with 2:1 contrasting permeabilities. 
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zontal flow through a system of two layers in which one 
layer has a permeability throughout of exactly twice the 
other. All other properties of the layers are identical. 
When no transverse dispersion is input (at= 0), the 
history plot has two plateaus corresponding to 
breakthroughs of each layer. At high levels of transverse 
dispersion, the resultant plot has a distinctly one layer 
characteristic with some rounding of the slope of the 
curve. The moving point simulator was run with the two 
layer system and produced curves exactly as described in 
the above discussion (figure (4-3)). For a at= 10 ft 
through a total system height of 10 ft·, one breakthrough 
point was observed indicating apparent "one-layer" flow. 
For history matching our well data, concentrations 
from only one layer of the interval will be sampled as 
only one foot of the wellbore is perforated. We should 
expect to observe history curves having characteristics of 
one layer systems, whether or not transverse dispersion 
actually occurs. Our values for transverse dispersivities 
will be obtained by properly matching the breakthrough 
(C = 0.5) time of the history plots. Three situations can 
occur assuming D'arcy's Law is valid and no vertical flow: 
1. The (k/~ ) term of the sampling interval is less 
than the average (k/~ ) for the entire system. 
2. The (k/~ ) term of the sampling interval is greater 
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Figure 4-3. Moving point simulation showing effect of 
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3. The (k/<j>) term of the sampling interval is equal 
to the average (k/<l>) for the entire system. 
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To illustrate the three situations, let us again 
turn our attention to the two layer system with 2 to 1 
contrasting permeabilities as described above. When at is 
large enough, the resulting history plot breaks through 
(C = 0.5) at one pore volume injected when only the slow 
layer is sampled as shown in figure (4-4). When at is set 
to zero the curve, sampled in the same manner, breaks 
through at 1.5 pore volume injected. Figure (4-5) shows 
history plots produced from the moving point simulator for 
the same at variation described above. Increasing the at 
shifts the curve to the left. Values of at between zero 
and those causing "one layer" flow (breakthrough at one 
pore volume injected) will result in a curve breaking bet-
ween the two extremes. The at can be uniquely determined 
in such cases solely by matching the C = 0.5 points of the 
simulated and experimental curves by varying at· 
The same logic applies to intervals sampled having 
(k/<j>) terms greater than the average (figure (4-6)). When 
no at is input for this case, the curve now breaks out at 
0.75 pore volumes injected. As at is increased, the 
curves will shift to the right--uniquely determining at 
by matching the C = 0.5 points. The moving point simula-
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-
Figure 4-4. Effect of at on history curves of a two layer 
system with 2:1 contrasting permeabilities when only slow 
layer is sampled. 
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Figure 4-5. Moving point simulation showing effect of 
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Figure 4-6. Effect of at on history curves of a two layer 
system with 2:1 contrasting permeabilities when only the 
fast layer is sampled. 
curves indicating the same general trend as those in 
figure (4-6) (figure (4-7)). 
When (k/~) for the interval sampled is equal to 
92 
the average for the system, at cannot be determined. Such 
a case would result in fluid breakthrough at one pore 
volume injected, no matter the value of at input. Of 
course, higher values of at will round the curve, but not 
in such a way to differentiate between the spreading 
caused by at or by at• 
4.lb at Variation 
Varying at affects the degree of spreading of 
history curves. The midpoint (C = 0.5) is not signifi-
cantly changed by at· Figure (4-8) shows how spreading 
increases when at is changed an order of magnitude for a 
homogeneous system. 
4.lc Process of history matching 
The preceding discussion lends itself to a genera-
lized technique for history matching field data of 
miscible displacements sampled from a limited interval. 
1. Vary at until the midpoint (C = 0.5) of the history 
plot corresponds to that of observed field data. 
2. Vary at to change slope as needed to match field 
data. 
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This process has proven to be effective in reducing the 
number of trial runs needed to completely match field 
data. 
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4.2 History Matching MP-131 Field Data 
Observation well MP-131 is located 90 feet away 
from injection well MP-118 in the El Dorado field (figure 
(4-1) ). Samples of fluid have been taken at various times 
during the injection of fresh water in MP-118 and have 
been plotted as concentration versus pore volumes injected 
(figure ( 4-9) ) . Significant spreading of the data is 
apparent, suggesting that physical dispersion is a factor 
upon fluid flow in the reservoir. 
4.2a Core data 
Cores have been taken from the pay sections of 
MP-131, MP-132, and the injector MP-118, and per-
meabilities and porosities of one foot intervals along 
their length measured and plotted in figure (4-10) as h 
versus log (k}. None of the cores covered the entire pay 
section that is indicated from well logs to be approxima-
tely from 636 ft to 658 ft. 
MP-131 was perforated through a 1-foot interval 
from 646 ft to 647 ft. (26) The permeability of that sec-
tion is 614 md as measured from the MP-131 core and 448 rod 
from the MP-118 core. Both permeabilities indicated for 
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meabilities of the entire cores of MP-131 and MP-118 which 
are 369 md and 419 md, respectively. This fact made at 
determination possible as discussed earlier. 
4.2b Fixed grid finite difference model 
The fixed grid history match was based on the 
MP-131 core which consisted of 17, 1-foot thick layers. 
As shown in Chapter 3, one grid per layer is sufficient in 
the vertical direction while approximately one grid per 
foot in the x-direction is required to keep numerical 
error to a minimum. This results in a 17 by 90 block cen-
tered system arranged in the same manner as in figure 
(2-4), being block centered with respect to both x and y 
directions. Midpoint weighting of the first derivative 
term was used. The value of the molecular diffusion coef-
ficient, D0 , was found to be 0.0014 ft2/day,(28) which is 
negligible compared to ai and at values needed to match 
observed field data. 
The simulator was run with only the concentrations 
of the 614 md interval recorded for the history plots. 
Values of 6.2 ft and 0.031 ft for at and at, respectively, 
matched the field data extremely well as shown in figure 
(4-11). 
4.2c Moving point model 
As discussed in Chapter 3, one grid block per layer 
needs to be used in the vertical direction, but only 5 to 
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Figure 4-11. History plot of fixed grid simulation 





11 grids are required in the x-direction. To save com-
puting time, 5 grids were chosen for most runs and satis-
factory results were obtained without severe oscillation. 
The 17 by 5 system utilizing the MP-131 core data is node 
centered in the x-direction and block centered in the y-
direction in the same arrangement illustrated shown in 
figure (2-5). 
Sensitivity runs were made changing the per-
meability of the perforated interval from the 614 md 
measured in the MP-131 core down to approximately the per-
meability observed in the injection well at the same depth 
of 448 md. For k = 614 md, and ai and at of 12 ft and 
0.06 ft, respectively, the resulting history plot matched 
the field data very well (figure (4-12)). When the per-
meability of the interval was decreased to 550 md, an ai 
of 15 ft and an at of 0.05 ft resulted in a good match 
(figure (4-13)). Input values of 15 ft for at and 0.04 ft 
for at matched the observed data when k was 500 md for the 
sampling interval (figure (4-14)) and values of 20 ft for 
at and O.O ft for at matched the field data when k was 
reduced to 450 md (figure (4-15)), 
4.2d Summary 
Table (4-1) summarizes the results for the various 
moving point and fixed grid simulator runs. In general, 
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Figure 4-12. History plot of moving point simulator 
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Table 4-1. Values of ai and at matching 
observed field data from MP-131 by simulation of MP-131 
core data with various permeabilities input for the per-
forated interval. 
Simulation k(perforated interval) at (ft) at (ft) 
(md) 
Moving Point 614 12.0 0.06 
550 15.0 0.05 
500 15.0 0.04 
450 20.0 o.o 
Fixed Grid 614 6. 2 0.031 
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a,i increased and at decreased to match the observed field 
data. 
This is to be expected because all permeabilities 
input for the sampling interval were greater than the 
average for the entire section. As discussed previously 
in this chapter, increasing at when the permeability of 
the sampled interval is greater than the average shifts 
the history curve to the right. However, decreasing the 
permeability input for the sampling interval also shifts 
the curve to the right, everything else held constant. 
Therefore, as the permeability input is decreased for a 
layer, but still remains greater than the average for the 
entire section, the at must decrease to keep the 
breakthrough of the history plot at the same point of pore 
volumes injected. The decrease in at reduces the 
spreading of the curve somewhat and this must be offset by 
an increase in a,i· 
The fixed grid simulator was run with the per-
forated interval input as 614 md and matched the field 
data with an a,i of 6 ft and an at of 0.031 ft. The values 
of both a,i and at are roughly 1/2 of that matching the 
field data with the moving point simulator. The major 
reason for the difference in the two simulators is the 
greater numerical error introduced by the fixed grid 
finite difference techniques. Although the fixed grid 
simulator was instructive and produced results requiring 
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little computation time, the moving point simulator has a 
higher degree of accuracy and its results are more conclu-
sive. 
4.3 History Matching MP-131 Field Data With 
MP-118 Core 
The moving point simulator was run with the core 
data from well MP-118. The grid system was 15 x 5 since 
only 15 feet of core was measured. The perforated inter-
val of 646 ft in MP-131 corresponds to a permeability of 
448 md at the same depth in MP-118. This was changed to 
614 md and at and at were input as 12 ft and 0.06 ft, 
respectively, the same values matching field data with 
MP-131 core data. Figure (4-16) illustrates the resulting 
history plot. The curve has much the same characteristics 
as the similar run with MP-131 data, but it is slightly 
displaced to the right. This is due to the higher average 
permeability of the MP-118 core data as compared to the 
MP-131 data. 
4.4 History Matching MP-132 Field Data 
Observation well MP-132 is located 187 feet away 
from e1e injector well MP-118 (figure (4-1)). Fluid 
samples were taken during the same injection test as 
described for MP-131. A plot of concentration versus pore 
volume injected is shown in figure (4-17). It is apparent 
that the testing was not continued long enough for con-
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centrations to reach values high enough for adequate and 
at determination. 
Core data was taken through the pay section from 
645 to 658 feet and is shown in figure (4-10) plotted as h 
versus log k. The permeability of the perforated interval 
at 647 feet was measured to be 319 md. 
The moving point model was run for a 12 x 5 grid 
system using the core data from MP-132. The perforated 
interval was sampled and values for ai and at were input 
as 12 ft and 0.06 ft, respectively. As can be seen in 
figure (4-18), it appears this does not even closely match 
the data, being much sharper (steeper slope) at the 
breakthrough. However, the lack of data at high con-
centrations prevents any conclusions to be drawn as to the 
actual dispersivity values. 
4.5 Comparison of the Lake and Hirasaki 
and the Fried Combarnous Methods for Calculating 
aEFF for Multilayered Media 
As discussed in Chapter 1, two approaches were 
studied for calculation of equivalent one dimensional 
dispersion coefficients of multilayered heterogeneous 
systems in the asymptotic regime. The L&H method was 
discussed in Chapter 1, and Appendix B details the F&C 
procedure which takes the form: 
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Figure 4-18. Moving point simulation history plot with 





A program, TDISP, has been written by L. w. Lake(24) for 
computing the L&H coefficient for multilayered systems and 
was modified to also calculate the F&C effective disper-
sivity by equation (4-2). 
Two simple systems of four layers were devised to 
check the relative accuracy of the two methods with the 
resulting history plots from the moving point simulator 
(figure (4-19)), In one system, the layers were arranged 
in a 4411 permeability sequence and in the other system 
the layers were arranged in a 4141 permeability ordering. 
By that we mean two permeabilities--different by a factor 
of 4--were used. All other properties of the layers were 
constant. The 4411 system was constructed with two iden-
tical high permeability layers above two identical low 
permeability layers (different by a factor of 4). The 
4141 system had alternate layers of high permeability and 
low permeability. 
4.Sa 4141 system ordering results 
The 4141 system was composed of four, 1 foot thick 
layers and an ai and at of 0.5 ft and 0.0167, respec-
tively, were input for a system length of 1500 ft. The 
aEFF calculated by the L&H and F&C methods were identical 
and given as 11.73 ft. The moving point simulator was run 
with the input data and permeability ordering given above 
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Figure 4-19. Systems used to compare L&H and F&C methods 
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Also included in figure (4-20) is the history plot of the 
equivalent homogeneous system with averaged properties and 
an aEFF of 11.73 ft as indicated by both methods. The 
simulator run exhibited more dispersion than calculated 
analytically by both methods and was estimated to be 
aEFF = 21.6 ft by the graphical method given by Perkins 
and Johnson. (3) 
4.5b 4411 system ordering results 
The same data was again input as for the previous 
system except the ordering of the layers was changed to 
4411. The L&H procedure computed an aEFF of 45.4 ft while 
the F&C method calculated aEFF to again be 11.73 ft. The 
simulator run is shown in figure (4-21) and produced a 
history plot with an effective longitudinal dispersivity 
of approximately 59 ft. 
4.5c Actual core data results 
In addition to the two proposed system described 
above, actual data from a well core in the Gas Draw Field 
located in Wyoming was tested. An analysis of a height 
versus log (k) plot (figure (4-22)) of the 20 foot pay zone 
shows that the reservoir contains a high perm streak in 
the middle, bounded above and below by layers of low per-
meability. For a system length of 10,000 ft and a ai 
and at of 12 ft and 0.5 ft, respectively, the F&C coef-
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f icantly greater at 260 ft. The moving point simulator 
was run with the heterogeneous core and input data given 
above. The history plot {figure {4-23)) displayed "one 
layer" characteristics with one smooth curve and the aEFF 
of the plot was calculated to be 550 ft. 
4.5d Summary 
Table (4-2) summarizes the results from the 
various runs described above. As is evident from inspec-
tion of equation (4-2), the F&C method does not consider 
the spatial ordering of the various layers. However, 
simulator runs of heterogeneous multilayered systems exhi-
bited a pronounced change as shown by the increase in aEFF 
from 21.6 ft to 59 ft as the permeability ordering changed 
from 4141 to 4411, respectively, in the systems described 
in 4.Sa and 4.Sb. When actual core data was tested, even 
larger discrepancies between the two methods resulted. 
The F&C calculated aEFF of the core data from the Gas Draw 
Field was approximately a factor of 1/34 less than the 
aEFF produced by moving point simulation, while the L&H 
method computed an aEFF of ¥2 less than actual. 
In general, the L&H method estimated simulator 
produced aEFF's far better than the F&C method, the F&C 
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Table 4-2. Comparison of L&H and F&C 
Calculated aEFF with Corresponding Simulator Runs 
aEFF (ft) 
System F&C L&H Simulator 
4141 11. 73 11. 73 21. 6 
4411 11. 73 45.4 59 




variations. The major reason the L&H method is superior 
is because it takes into account the spatial sequence of 
heterogeneous layers. 
4.6 Ideal Sampling Procedure 
From the results of this study, generalizations 
can be made as to the ideal sampling scheme for ai and 
at determination occurring within a reservoir. These are 
summarized below: 
1. The observation well should be positioned directly 
between the injector and producer wells. This 
arrangement insures that sampled flow streamlines 
are linear through the modeled system, allowing 
accurate determination of flow length paths. 
2. The observation well should be perforated only 
through a limited, small interval compared to the 
entire thickness of the pay zone. The observer 
should disrupt the streamlines as little as 
possible allowing accurate computation of ai and 
at· Perforating the entire pay zone would, in 
effect, make the observer a production well if 
fluid is sampled at rates equal to flow through 
the reservoir. This would distort streamlines 
significantly introducing an apparent dispersion 
which can not be separated from actual dispersion 
through history matching techniques. 
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3. As a continuation of the above discussion, fluid 
should be sampled from the perforated interval as 
close as possible to the actual flow rate through 
the zone in the field. This prevents flow from 
adjacent layers which would increase apparent 
dispersion. 
4. The reservoir should be vertically heterogeneous, 
with k varying significantly with height, but 
horizontal layers should be consistent with 
respect to k from injector to observer. The 
observer should be perforated through an interval 
where the (k/~) term is significantly greater than 
the average through the entire system height. A 
range of at values can then be determined as 
discussed earlier in this paper. at can also be 
determined if the perforated interval has a (k/~) 
term less than the average. However, this is not 
preferrea(24) as transverse flow will cause fluid 
to enter from layers above and below, probably 
increasing the apparent transition zone more than 
the due just to at and ai. 
4.7 Effect of Fluid Withdrawal Rates 
from Limited Perforated Intervals 
A study was peformed to determine if the rate of 
fluid withdrawal from limited perforated zones would 
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significantly affect effluent history data. A homogeneous 
model was used, dimensioned as the MP-131 well test 
system, 90 ft long and 17 ft thick. Seventeen grid nodes 
were used in the y-direction and 10 in the x-direction, 
with effluent sampling of the eighth layer from the top, 
corresponding to the height of the MP-131 perforated 
interval. The same dispersivities were used as those 
matching the MP-131 test data with the 614 md perforated 
interval, 12 ft for ai and 0.06 ft for at· Since vertical 
flow is introduced when withdrawal rates differ from flow 
rates given by equation (2-11), which assumes flow 
according to D'arcy's Law and injection into individual 
layers according to their (kh) product compared to the 
(kh) sum over all the layers, permeabilities in the y-
direction, ky, need to be specified and were input as 1/10 
(0.1) of the horizontal permeability, kx· 
A run was first made with the fraction produced 
through the perforated interval, fp, equal to that given 
by equation (2-11), introducing no vertical flow in the 
system. Since the model is homogeneous and consists of 
seventeen layers of equal height, fp equals 1/17. The 
resulting moving point simulator history plot is shown in 
figure (4-24). Another run was then performed whereby the 
model is identical to the one described above, except fp 
was increased to 0.5, causing vertical flow near the per-
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Figure 4-24. Effect of fp from limited perforated interval 






figure (4-19) and there is no noticeable difference bet-
ween the fp = 1/17 and fp = 0.5 plots, with regard to 
slope or arrival times. 
Since the case of producing ~2 of the fluid flow 
rate through an interval only 1/17 as thick as the entire 
homogeneous pay zone is greater than would probably occur 
under observation well sampling if at least some attention 
is paid to injection rates in the field, we can conclude 
that withdrawal rates will not affect homogeneous system 
history data. This should be true for systems having L/H 
(total length/total height) ratios as least as large as 
the MP-131 system L/H of over 5. As the L/H ratio for the 
system decreases, vertical flow rates increase for the 
same fp, and distortion of history data can be expected to 
occur at lower variations of fp from that creating no ver-
tical flow. 
As discussed previously, heterogeneous systems, 
under certain conditions, will behave as homogeneous 
systems for flow purposes. Accordingly, we should expect 
that withdrawal rates should not affect history data for 
heterogeneous systems of L/H greater than 5, provided such 
systems can be replaced by equivalent, one-dimensional, 
homogeneous models. 
CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS 
As a result of this study, the following conclu-
sions can be drawn: 
1. The moving point method as described by Garder, 
Peaceman et al. ,(25) effectively represents all 
levels of two dimensionsal physical dispersion 
without introducing significant numerical error. 
2. The L&H method of computing effective one-
dimensionsal dispersion coefficients of multi-
layered, heterogeneous systems in the asymptotic 
regime, although indicating somewhat less 
spreading than exhibited by corresponding hetero-
geneous simulator runs, proved to be much more 
accurate than the F&C method. The major cause of 
error in the F&C computation is neglection of the 
often times significant effect of the relative 
spatial configuration of the various heterogeneous 
layers. 
3. Unique determination of at and ai values can be 
made through history matching experimental data, 
provided the sampling interval has a (k/¢) term 
different than the average for the entire system 
of layers. When the (k/¢) term for the sampling 
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interval cannot be determined precisely, at best 
only a range of ai and at values can be determined. 
4. Moving point simulation with the core data from 
well MP-131 from the El Dorado field history 
matched experimental test data sampled from the 
same well with values input for ai ranging from 12 
ft to 20 ft and at values ranging from 0.0 ft to 
0.06 ft. These ratios of ai to at are over an 
order of magnitude greater than those found by 
laboratory measurements of approximately 30. (3) 
This can be attributed to inhomogeneities 
occurring within the reservoir, such as shale 
streaks, reducing the transverse components of 
dispersion relative to the longitudinal components. 
5. The "ideal" situation for sampling fluid for 
determination of field wide dispersivities would 
be: 
a. Observation well positioned directly between 
injector and producer wells. 
b. Observation well perforated through a small 
interval compared to entire "pay" zone. 
c. Fluid sampling rate as close as possible to 
actual flow rate through the zone in the- field. 
d. Perforated interval is in zone of significantly 
greater (k/~) than the average for the entire 
pay section and the (k/~) for the zone is 
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uniform throughout system from the injector 
to the observer well. 
6. Reasonable fluid withdrawal rates from limited 
perforated intervals, within an order of magnitude 
of rates causing no vertical flow within the 
system, should not distort the history data of 
homogeneous systems of L/H greater than 5. We can 
expect the same for heterogeneous systems that can 
be modeled, for flow purposes, by equivalent homo-
geneous systems. 
CHAPTER 6. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
To better understand field scale dispersion, it is 
recommended that: 
1. More field test dispersion data should be obtained 
from various reservoirs so that possible generali-
zations can be made as to the effects of system 
size and reservoir heterogeneities on observed 
dispersivities. 
2. Because of the long computing times experienced by 
the moving point simulator, the computer coding 
should be scrutinized to make sure computations 
are performed in the most efficien.t manner. 
3. More comparisons should be performed between 
history plots of the L&H grouped systems and the 
corresponding original heterogeneous systems to 
determine if any refinements of the L&H method are 
warranted. 
4. The moving point simulator could be adapted to 
model reservoir heterogeneities other than only as 
a series of layers. The effects of different 
heterogeneous models on history plots could be 
studied in detail. 
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5. Off-diagonal dispersion terms were neglected in 
our analysis. Detailed studies could be performed 
to determine under what conditions their ommission 
will cause unacceptable distortion of history 
plots. 
6. Further investigations should be made of the 
effects of fluid withdrawal rates from limited 
perforated intervals on vertical flow within the 
reservoir and on the subsequent effluent histories. 















TABLE OF NOMENCLATURE 
Capillary tube radius, L 
Cross sectional area, L2 
Concentration of dispersing component 
in fluid, M/L3 
Concentration of dispersing component 
in rock, M/L3 
Flow rate averaged concentration of 
dispersing component in fluid, M/L3 
Injected fluid concentration of 
dispersing component, M/L3 
Particle diameter, L 





I e -t2 dt 0 
Fraction of total volumetric flow rate 
injected into the perforated interval 
Fraction of total volumetric flow rate 
produced out of perforated interval 
Formation electrical resistivity fac-
tor, dimensionless 
Reservoir layer height, L 
Total system height, L 
Permeability, L2 

















Dispersion coefficient, L2/t 
Thickness weighted average dispersion 
coefficient, L2/t 
Effective Longitudinal Dispersion 
Coefficient, L2/t 
System length, L 
Total number of reservoir layers 
Mass flux, M/L2.t 
Number of grid blocks in x-direction 
Number of grid blocks in y-direction 
Number of grid blocks per reservoir 
layer 
Peclet number, dimensionless 
Transverse dispersion number, dimen-
sionless 
Pressure F/L2 
Bottom layer of injection perforated 
interval 
Top layer of injection perforated 
interval 
Bottom layer of production perforated 
· interval 
Top layer of production perforated 
interval 
Pore volumes of injected fluid, 
dimensionless 
Volumetric flowrate into finite dif-
ference grid block, L3/t 
Total volumetric flowrate injected into 
all layers, L3/t 
Kinetic reaction rate of dispersing 















Kinetic reaction rate of dispersing 
component on rock surface, M/L3.t 
Total reaction rate, M/L3.t 
Time, t 
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Fluid transmissibility, (L3/t)(lbf/L2) 
T = kA/µ 
Superficial fluid velocity, L/t 
Interstitial fluid velocity, L/t 
Maximum velocity in capillary tube, L/t 
Magnitude of interstitial fluid velo-
city, L/t 
Height weighted average interstitial 
velocity, L/t 
System width, L 
Accumulation term, M/L3 
Finite difference first spatial deriva-
tive weighting factor, dimensionless 
Position with regard to the horizontal 
direction, L 




Effective longitudinal dispersivity, L 
Aris' constant, dimensionless 
Small increment 
Gradient operator, l/L 

















Thickness weighted average porosity 
Fluid density, M/L3 
Rock density, M/L3 
Measure of inhomogeneity in porous 
media, dimensionless 
Fluid viscosity, M/Lt 
SUPERSCRIPTS 
Time step index 
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Thickness weighted average (except for 
C where it is flow rate averaged) 
Aris' moment number 
SUBSCRIPTS 
Component A 
Grid block index in x-direction 
Injected 
Grid block index in y-direction 
Longitudinal direction 
Reservoir layer index 
Referring to moving point 
Produced 










Indices on dispersion coefficients 
indicating relative position in tensor 
Pertaining to fast layer with respect 
to v, in a two layer system 
Pertaining to slow layer with respect 
to v, in a two layer system 
APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A--Derivation of the 
Finite Difference Form of the 
Pressure Equation 
The pressure equation for flow through porous 
media assuming D'arcy's Law is valid and no gravity 
effects are present, takes the form in two dimensions: 
Tx a 2p +Ty a
2
p - Q = o (A-1) 
a x2 a y2 
where 
p - pressure 
Tx - x-direction fluid transmissibility 
Ty - y-direction fluid transmissibility 
Q - source or sink term 
The second derivative terms are best approximated in 
finite difference form(24) as: 
ax2 -
Pi+l1j - 2Pi1j + Pi-l1j 
(~x) 2 




Equation (A-1) 1 written in finite difference form becomes: 
T x · + i /. • Pi+ 1 J0 + Ty · · + l /. pi J' + 1 ]. -'72 I ) I ]. I ) -'72 I 
- ( T x . + 1 /. . + Ty · · + l /. + T x · , /. · + Ty · · 1 1.2 ) Pi J' ]. -'721) l.1) -'72 ].--'721) l.1)--'i, I 





qi,j : source or sink volumetric flow rate in grid 
( i, j} 
The transmissibility at the V2 grid spacing are the 
geometric average of the two adjacent grid block 
transmissibilities. 
For example, 
Tx·+11. . = 2.0 ]. "'12 I ) 
Boundary Conditions 
Tx·+1 .• Tx .. 
]. 1] J.,J 
Tx·+1 . + Tx· . ]. 1] J.,J 
Reflective (no-flow) boundary conditions are used 
for the system, which is the same system as for the moving 
point method (figure (2-5)), at all four boundaries. 
Injection and production of fluid at i = 1 and i = Nx, 
respectively, are accomplished through the use of the 
source and sink terms, qi,j· 
At j = V2 
( a P) = ay i, V2 
At j = Ny + 1/2 




ay i, Ny+l/2 





Pi,Ny+l = Pi,Ny (A-8} 
The nodes are face centered in the x-direction. No flow 
conditions are accomplished in the following manner: 
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At i = 1 
(;~)l,j -
P2 . - Po . = 0 I J I J 
b.x (A-9) 
P2 . = Po . (A-10) I J I J 
At i = Nx 
(;~)N . -
PN +l . - PNx-1,j (A-11) X I J = 0 
b.x 
X,J 




APPENDIX B--Derivation of F&C 
approach to a multilayered, 
heterogeneous system 
As discussed in Chapter 1, F&C derived a method 
for determining an equivalent one dimensional dispersion 
coefficient for a multilayered system at the asymptotic 
regime (long time): 
1 
lH 
f~ Kt<Pdy + f~ ~ 2 dy 
Kt<P 
(B-1) 
Assume a system of M layers with Kt, Kt, k, h, and <P 
constant throughout each layer. 
Kt integral 
foH ~2 dy = JY2 
-- Yl 
Kt<P 
~ 2 dy + f~~ ~ 2 dy 
Kt<P Kt<P 
JYM+l 2 + • • • YM -~- dy 
Kt<P 
{B-2) 
where subscripts (1, 2, 3, .•. etc.) denote y position 
of the top of each respective layer. 
For each layer, 
~rn = f ~m <Pm (Vx - vx> dy m 
= <Pm Cvxm - vx> J~m dy 





? - 2 
dy JYm+l <Pm (vx - vx} = Ym m 









(y - Ym) dy 
(B-5) 
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Given the following, (24) (assuming D'arcy's Law is valid) 
Vxm = km <I> Vx 







<I> 2 (km f' 
m -= r = k m 
Vx - vx - ) 2 
at Vxm <Pm 
3 
1 <Ym+l - Ym> 
3 
2 -
=<Pm Vx ¢> 
(
km - k ) 2 !. 
at k km <Pm $'" 3 
Kg.integral 
Again handling each layer separately, 
f Ym+l Ym Kg.m <Pm dy = ag. Vxm <Pm <Ym+l - Ym> 
Therefore 
<lEFF = 
for one layer of the system we have: 
vx 
1 ~ H [ ai Vxm ~m CYm+l - Yml + 














Fortran Listing of the 





c T~O OIME~SIONAL Mov:~G PjINT SirULATO~ 
c 








C ~ NU~BER CF GRID BLOCKS tN Y-CIRECTION 
c 
C N NUMBER CF GRID BLOCKS IN )-CIRECTION 
c 
C CELT TIME STEP, DAYS 
c 
C CT TOTAL COHPRESSIBILITYt 1/FS! 
c 
C VIS FLUIC VISC0SITYt CENTIPC!SE 
c 
C PI INITIAL 0 RESSURE OF RESERVOIR, PSI 
c 
C PVC TOTAL ~L~SER OF PORE VOLU~ES INJECT~D 
C UNTIL PROGRAM FLAGGED TC STCP 
c 
C•••••••••SECONO LINE 




C !IT TOP GRIJ LAYER OF I~JECTICN PERFORATED 
C INTERVAL 
c 
C !IT TOP GRID RLOCK OF I~JECTICN PERFORATED 
C INTERVAL 
c 
C IIB BOTTOM GRID BLOCK OF INJECTION PERFORATED 
C INTERVAL 
c 
C PIT TOP GRID BLOCK OF P~ODUCTION PERFOR~TEO 
C INTERVAL 
c 
C PIA BOTTOM GRID 8LCCK JF PRODUCTICN PERFORATED 
C INTERVAL 
c 
C FRACQP FRACTI~N OF TOTAL FLOW RhTE PRODUCED THROUGH 
C PERFORATED INTERVAL 
c 
C FRACQI FRACTION CF TOTAL FLOk RAT~ INJECTEJ THROUGH 









c AQ TOTAL FLOI. RAE, BA~ RELS p.;:q QAY 
c 
c L TOTAL SYSTE.'1 L::'.NGTH, Ft:ET 
c 
c DE:LH TOTAL SYS TE'! HE! GHT, FEO:T 
c 
c NP TJTAL NUMBER OF MOVING POI HS 
c 
c NPXO NUMBEP OF POINTS PER Gi< iD :N X•DIRECTION 
c 









C W SYSTEM ~IOTHt FEET 
c 
C CO MOLECULAR D!FFUSICN COEFFiCIENT, SQUARE FEET/DAY 
c 
C C~ FORMATION CEMENTATION FACTCR 
c 
C ATEFF TRANSVERSE OISPERSIVITY, FEET 
c 
C ALEFF LONGITUDINAL DISPERSIVITY, F~ET 
c 
C CI INJECTED FLUID CONCEl\TRTIOI\ 
c 












GRID PROPERTIES SHOULD BE LISTED 
IN DESCENDING ORCER AS THEY APPEAR IN CPOSS SECTION 
EACH LI~~ CCRPESPONDS TO ONE GRIC LAYER 













PERMEABILITY II\ X-DIRECTION, ~o 




D!~EN5ION DXC23>tDY<28>tPHI<26t2:!> tK<28t23>tG<28t23>t 
ffT J 1< 20 , 2 3) , Tl J ( ~ '3 t 2 3) , T lI < 28 t 2 3 l t T I l C 2 Rt 23) t VP < 2 8, 23 l 
'.l! )'(NS ION Kl JC 2~ ,23) ,KlI<2~t23> ,KJ1<26t23> tKI 1<28,23> 
DI~ENSION YP(2PltXPC1Bl 
O!MENSI0N VX(lJ6>tVY<lJ6ltFCR<l36l tVFX(l6Jl>tVPYC16Jllt?XC16Jl>t 








DI'-'ENSION CXClO>JOl ,XSClOO'.Jl 
DI'lENSION PX2<lOCOltPY2C1000l 
DIMENSION AA<l36t55l,HRC136ltXXC13E> 











I I Z:: 0 












DELX=L/ <N-1 > 
REAOt~tDOtC~tATEFF,ALEFFtCI 
DO 7003 J=ltM 
READ,KXCJtlltKYCJ,tltPHICJtll 
7003 CONTINUE 
!JO 800 5 I=l oN 
800~ DXCI>=DELX 
DO 8036 J=ltM 
800E l)YCJ>:DELY 
DO 7004 J:l,M 
DO 70".15 I=ltN 
KXCJ,I>=KXCJ,ll 





DO 8249 J=ltM 
8245 PHISUM::PH!SUM+PHI(J,ll•DELY 
PHIBAR=PHISUM/CELH 
!J'l 7001 I:l,N 








'.JO 6101 :=lo~-l•NPXD 






PY <MNC >=YL 
PXt<,..NC>=XL 







re<IIT .Ea. 1> GO TO 9500 
DO 1600 I=ltIIT-1 
1600 KSUM:KSUM+KX<Itll 
9500 CONTINUE 
IF<IIB .Ea. M> GO TO 9501 
00 1601 I:I!B+ltM 
1601 KSUM=KSUM+KX<I ,1) 
95'11 CONTINUE 
00 1602 I:tITt~IB 
1602 KSUMI=KSUMI+KX<Itll 
IFCIIT .Ea. l> GC TO 9502 
00 1610 I=ltIIT-1 
1610 ~(!,l>:-Aa•Cl.-FRACQil•KXCitll/KSU~ 
95J2 CONTHIUE 
DO 1611 I=IIT,I!B 
1611 QCitl>=-AO•FRICJI•KX<Itll/KSU,..I 
IF <I rs • Ea • M ) G c T 0 ·9 510 
00 1612 I=I!B+l,,.. 
1612 OCitll:-AO•<l.-FRACQil•KXCitll/KSU~ 
9510 CONTINUE 
IF<PIT .EG. ll GO TO 9511 
DO 1613 I:l,P!T-1 
1613 KSUHP:KSUMP+KX(!,Nl 
9511 CJNT!NUE 
IFCPIB .Ea. Ml GO TO 9512 
DO 1614 I:P!B•ltM 
1614 KSUMP:KSUMP+KX<I1N> 
9512 CONTINUE 
00 1615 t=PITtPIH 
1615 KSUMPI=KSUMPI+KX<I1N> 
IFCPIT .El]. 1> GO TO 9520 
00 1616 I=ltPIT-1 
1616 QCI1Nl=Aa•<1.-FRICQPl•KX<I1Nl/KSL~P 
9'320 CONTINUE 
DJ 1617 I=PITtPIB 
1617 acr.~>=AQ•FRACGP•KX<I.Nl/KSU,..PI 
I"'<PIB .EOo Ml GO TO 9521 









YP C 1>=O1' <l > 
l(O(l):QX(l> 
00 600 !=2.~ 




DO 601 J=2tM 
SU'-IYF-=SUMYF+<D Y CJl +OYC J-1 > >12. 
E Q l Y P CJ l: SUM Y P 
DO 30 I=ltN 




T)O 32 J=ltM 





DO 34 J:l,M 





00 36 J:2,M 





D 0 38 J: l t M-1 
00 39 I=l•N 
KJl<J 9 [):CDY<J>+DYCJ+ll>ICCYCJl/KYCJtil+OYCJ+ll/KYC~+ltI>> 




1)0 40 J:l,M 
40 TlICJtI>=O.O 
I=N 
1)1) 41 J=ltl' 
41 TilCJ,I>=O.O 
J=l 
DO 42 I=ltN 
42 TlJCJ,I>=o.o 
J:M 




DO 44 J=ltMN 





DO 46 I=ltN 


















DO 99°B I=1 9 MN 
9993 xcr>=u.o 
II=O 
00 49 I=ltN 





DO 48 I=l t MN 
48 X( I>=P I+l<< I> 
CALL OUTPUTCTSUMtXtMtNtXP,YPl 
MNC:O 
00 600 0 I=l tN 






00 1950 I=ltN•l 







00 9825 I=ltN 
00 9826 J:l,M·l 
III=III+l 
UY<Ilt>=O.OC633•2.•<KY<J,I>•KY<J+l,I>>I 












IF<IIII .GT. 1l GO TO 8253 
WRITEC6tB252> VELBAR 
B252 FORMATc1x.•v~ap: •tE12.'+) 
8253 CONTINUE 
DO 1981 I=~+l,MN-~ 
1 o A 1 V X C1 l: 0 • 5 * ( U X < I l+U X ( I· M) l IP 0 R C I l 
I I =O 






00 199~ I:t,N 
II=II+l 
VYCII>=0.5•UYCII>IPORCIIl 
DO 1991 J:2,M-l 
II=I!+l 
1991 VY<II>=Oo5•CUY<II-ll+UY<II ll/PCR<r 1' 
II=II+l 
VY< I I l: 0 • 5•U Y < I I -1 l IP CR <l I > 
19°0 CONTI"IUE 
DO 7311 J:l tM 
7:!11 UXX<Jtl>:-Q(J,l)f(DELY•\;) 
DO 7312 J=ltM 
7312 UXXCJtN+l):Q(J,Nl/CDELY•Wl 
00 7313 I=2tN 




DO 7315 I=ltN 
UYYClt!l=O.O 









00 1560 I=ltN 
















00 1571 I=M+l,MN 
IF<DXXCI> oLT. 1.~E-08> GJ TO ~500 
I) XX 1 I < ! ) : 2 • 0 * < F 0 R < I-Ml *OX X CI - i~ > • F 0 R < I > • 0 XX < I l > I 
II Co OR < I - M > * 0 XX C I- M) + P 0 R C I> * 0 XX C I > l 
GO TO 5501 
5500 OXXlI<I>=o.o 
5501 CONTINUE 
IFCOXYCil .LT. t.OE-OR> GO TO 5502 
0 X Y1 I ( I l = 2 • IJ * < PC R ( I- M) *DX Y ( I - M ) * F 0 F ( I) • Q X Y C I > > I 
ll(PQR <I-;.1)•0XY< I-~)+PQP. <I>•OXY CI>) 





DO 1572 I=l,l'N-M 
IFCOXX<I> .LT. l.OE-03) GO TC 5504 
D xx I1 ( I }: 2 • 0. ( p OR ( I> •Ox x ( r ) •P 0 R ( I+ M) •Ox x (I +M) ) I 
#(POR<!l•DXXCil+POOCI+Ml•DXX<I•l'l> 
GO TO 5505 
5504 DXXIl<I>=O.O 
550~ CONTINUE 
IF CDXY C Il .LT. 1.0E•Ol'll GO TC 5506 
DXYI1CI>=2.0•<POR<:>•OXYC!l•PCRCI+Ml•DXYCI+Mll/ 
n<POR<!l•DXYCI>•POrtCI+M>•OXYCI+Mll 




DO 1574 I=ltN 
00 1575 J:2,M 
MNC:M•<I-1 l+J 
If<DYYCMNC> .LT• 1.0E-OA> GO TO 5503 
OYY1JCMNC>=2.0•<PORCMNC-1l•OYY<M~C-ll•FOR<MNC>•OYY<MNC>>I 
#CPORCMNC•l>•OYY<MNC•l>+PORCl'NC>•CYYCl'~Cll 
GO TO 5509 
5508 DYYlJ(MNC>=o.o 
5=09 CONTINUE 
If<OYXCMNC> .LT. leOE-08> GO TO 5510 
DYXlJ<MNC>=2.0•CPORCl'NC·l>•DYX(M~C-1l•FORCMNCl•OYXCMNC>>I 
#(PORCMNC•l>•OYXCl'NC·l>+PORCl'~Cl•CYXCl'NCll 





DO 1576 I=ltN 
DO 1577 J:l,M-1 
MNC=M•CI-ll+J 
IF<DYY<MNCl .LT. loOE-08> GG TC 5512 
DYYJlCMNCl=2·0•(PQR(MNC>•uYYCl'NC>•FORCl'NC+ll•CYYCMNC+lll/ 
# C PQR < MNC > •OYY ( MNC >+FOR C l'NC +1 >•DY 't <I' NC+ 1) > 
GO TO 5513 
5512 DYYJlCMNC>=O.u 
5513 CONTHlUE 
!F<DYX<MNC> .LT. leOE-08> GO TC 5514 
OYXJ1CMNC>=2·D•CPORCMNC>•JYX<l'NC>•FOR<l'NC+ll•OYXCMNC+lll/ 
#CPOR<MNCl•OYX<MNCl+FOR<MNC+ll•DYXCl'NC+lll 













DO 66P-3 J=~N-M+lt~~ 
OXXIl ( J>=O• 'J 
6683 1XY!l(J):Q.D 
"121=M•2+1 
DO 7lllJIJ I=l,M21 
151 












00 7RO'I J:M+l,~Nl 
AA CJ tl >=-< OXXl I<Jl )/ <DELX-*2 l 
780'1 CONTINUE 
D 0 7 8 0 5 J: 1 , MN 
AACJ,M.>=-<DYY1J(Jll/CDELY••2l 
7805 CONTINUE 
DO 7806 J:l,MN 
AA(J,M+2J=-<DYYJl(Jll/CDELY••2l 
78'16 CONTINUE 
DO 7f!07 J:l,HNl 
AACJ,M21>=-<DXXIlCJll/CDELX••2> 
7807 CONTINUE 
DO 59Qq J:MNl+l,MN 
AA(J,H+lJ=2·0•CXXl!<Jl/CD~LX••2l+CCYY1J(Jl 
#+DYYJl<Jll/COELY••2l+PCRtJl/CELT 
AA CJtl>=-2.0•D)(XlI (Jl/ CDEU<••2l 
AACJtM2ll=O.O 
590<i CONT IN.UE 
DO 7989 J:l,HN 






DO 7991 J:l,MN 
DO 79°2 I=l,M21 
A A ( J, I>: AA A< J • !> 
75q2 C'JNTINUE 
7991 CONT !NUE 
DO 1500 I=ltN 
00 1501 J=l·~~ 





00 1502 I!=ltNF 
!FCPXCII> .GE. LBX> GC TO 1503 
GO TO 1502 
1503 !FCPXCII> .LT. UBX> GO TO 150'1 




Il'"CPYC rI> • G :'. • LBY> GO 
G•) TO 1502 
ff <PY< I Il • LT. UBY> GO 
GO TO 1502 
CDNTPJU~ 
IFCI .t:o. 1> GC TO l~~o 
IF<I .EQ. Nl GO TO 1961 
TO 1505 
TO i:i 0 6 
IFC 0 YCril .-:;~. (LfJ'!'+(J.5•0E:LY>ll GC TC 7323 
152 
Gt) TO 7324 
7323 FACX:<PXCI~>-L8Xl/OELX 
F ACXY: CPY CI I>· CLP.Y+( O. S•DELY >>>ICE LY 
UP XL=UXX ( J' ! ) * Cl.- FA ex) +UX x ( J' r + l> •F AC x 
!FCJ • O:Q. Ml GO TO 7325 
UP~U=UXXCJ+ltl>•Cl.·FACXl+UXXCu+ltl+ll•FACX 
VPXCII>=CUPXL•<l.-FACXYl+UPXU•FACXll/PORCMNC> 
GO TO 1326 
7325 VPXCIIl:UPXL/PORCMNC> 
7326 CONTI\!UE 
GO TO 7352 
7324 FACX:CPXCI!l-LBXl/OELX 
UP XU :U XX CJ , I > * Cl • - FA C X ) +U X X < J t I+ 1> •FA C X 








IFCPX<II> .GE. <L8X+C0.5•0ELX>>> GC TC 7321 
GQ TO 7322 
7321 FACY:CPYC!I>-LBYl/DELY 
FACYX:CPXCII>-<LBX+<0.5•DELXlll/CELX 
U? YL:UYY CJ• I>• Cl .-l"AC Y >+UY Y< J+ lt I l •F ACY 
U>YU=UYYCJ,I+ll•<t.-l"ACYl+UYYCJ+ltI+ll•FACY 
VPYCII>=<UFYL•<l.-FACYXl+UPYU•FACYXl/FORCMNC> 






G·J TO 732P 
1"'6'l CONTI~JUE 
!FCPXCIIJ .LT. DELXJ GC TO 7337 
IFCPYC!IJ .GE. <LBY+CO.S•OELY>>> GC TO 733h 
FACX:CPXC!!l•DELXl/COELX/2.> 
UPXU:UXXCJ,IJ•Cl.-FACXl+UXXCJtI+ll•FACX 










UP YU:UYY < J, I+ l l• Cl .-F ACY>+ UY Y < ..;+ l t 1+ 1 J • F ACY 
VPYCII>=<UPYL•<t.-FACYX>+UPYU•FACY~l/FORCMNC> 




UP XL :U XX CJ, I l * < 1 • - FA C X > +U,.; X ( J, l + 1> • F AC I< 
IF<J ,[1, ~> GC TO 7341 
UPXU:UXXCJ+ltil•<l.·FACXl+UXX(J+l,I+l)•FACX 
V~X(l~>=CUFXL•Cl,-FACXYl+uPXU•FACXY>IPORCMNC> 






UP Y L=UYY CJ, I l • C 1 .- F ACY> +UY Y< J+ l t IJ •FA CY 
UP YU:U Y Y CJ t I• l l • C 1 •-FA C Yl +UY Y CJ+ l t I+ 1) • F ACY 
VPYCI!>=<UPYL•Cl.-FACYXl+UPYU•FACYXl/PORCMNCl 
GO TO 732'1 
1 q61 CJ~H !'lUE 
IF(PXCIIl .GT. <DELX•Nll GC TC 7~43 
!FCPY<II> .GE. CLBY+cn.5•0ELYll) GC TO 7344 
=ACX:CPX<I!l-LBXl/COELX/2.l 
UP XU=U xx ( J' J'. ) * <l • - FA ex ) +UX x ( J. : + l> • FA c )( 
IFCJ .EOo ll GO TO 73<+5 
LJ P XL=U XX C J-1, I l * < 1 •-FA C X l + UX X C J-1, I+ 1 l • F AC X 
FACXY=CPY<II>-<LBY-<~.s•uELY>>>IDELY 
VPX(II>=<UPXL•Cl.-FACXYl+UPXU•FACXYl/POR<MNC> 






UP YU= U Y Y < J , I > * C 1 • - F AC Y l +U Y Y < J + l , I > * F AC Y 
VPYCI?J:<UPYL•<l.-FACYXl+UPYU•FACYXJ/PORCMNC> 
GO TO 7321\ 
7344 FACX:(PXCIIl-LBXl/CDELX/2.l 
U?XL:UXXCJt!l•Clo•FACXl+UXXCJ,I+ll•FACX 
IF<J .EQ. Ml GO TO 7347 
UPXU=UXXCJ+l, I>• <1.-FACXl+UXX CJ+l, I+ll•FACX 
FACXY:CPYCII>-<LBY+C0.5•0ELYlll/CELY 
VPXC!T):(UPXL•Cl.-FACXYl+UPXU•FACXYl/PORCMNCl 




F A C Y X: C PX C I I I - < LB l( - < 0 • 5 * 0 E LX l > > ICE L X 
u0 YL=UYY(J,I•l'*<l.-FACYl+UYY<J+ltI•ll•FACY 
Uf>YU:UYYCJ,! >• <1.-F.ACY> +UYY<J+l, Il•FACY 
VPY(!T>=<UPYL•<l.-FACYXl+UFYU•FACYXl/PORCMNC> 
GO TO 732a 
7337 VP~<!!>=UXX<Jt!l/PORCMNC> 
VPY<II>:O.O 











!)') 5!l03 :=1.tP 
ox2c I>:OJ(( I> 
PY2C!>=PY<Tl 
5!103 CYH I'IUE 
Q·) 1521 ::1,NP 
:FcPXCil .LT. ((f\j+().S>•uELXll GO TC 1521 
'J') 9:31 JJ:l,M 










00 1523 Ii=lt'JF 
IFCPXC!I> .GE. LBX> GO TO 152'+ 
G!J TO 1523 
!""C"X<I!> .LT. Uf'X) GC TO 1525 
GO TO 1523 
IFC?Y<I!l .GE. LBYl GO TO 1525 
GO TO 1523 
IF<?Y<II> .LT. UP.Y l GO TO 1527 
GJ TO 1523 
1527 'IPC:::NPC+l 
1523 CONTINUE: 
!FCNPC .LT. ll GO TO 1528 
GO TO 1522 




GJ TO 1521 
1522 CONTINUE 
9C31 CONTINUE 









IJ') 1550 I=ltN 






CS TARS:::Q .J 
ICO:fJ 
DO 1552 I I:::t, NF 
IFCPXCI!l .GE. LBXl GO TO 1553 
GO TO 1552 
rFCPX<I:> .LT. UAXl GO TO 155'+ 
GJ TO 1552 
I"'<PYCIIl .GE. L8Yl GO TO 1555 
GO TO 1552 
!FCPY<II> .LT. U8Yl GO TO 1556 
GO TO 1552 
C'JNT!NUE 




IF C IC 0 • E Q • 'J l G 0 T 0 2 5 53 
C3T4RCMNC>:::CSTARS/ICO 
SO TO 2554 
CSTARCMNC>=O.O 
C ".l'H I ~JUE 
CONTINUE 
C JNT INU:: 
DO 7810 J:::l,MN 
38CJl=CSTA~CJl•PO~CJl/CELT 
7fll0 CONTINUE 
DJ 7"11 J:::l,M 
3R<J>=d~(Jl+<'.JXY1I<Jll/COELX**2l•CI 
7811 CO'JTINUE 
!''<ALEFF .LT. l.OE-05) GO TO 7220 
155 
GO TO 7821 
7020 rFCATEFF .LT. 1.0::-0Sl GO TO 7822 
7il21 C:JNTPIUE 
CALL ~COBANOCAA,BA,XX,MtMNtIMil 
G:J TC 71>25 
7'322 CJl>JTI'WO: 
00 7826 J:t,MN 
7826 o::LC<J>=o.o 
r;o TO 7827 
782!: C:JNT"'."IUE 




DIJ 15113 I=ltN 






!) 0 l 5P. 5 I : = l , N F 
IFCPXCII> .GE. LBX> GC TO 1586 
GO TO 1585 
15% FCPXC!I> .LT. U8Xl GO 
GO TC 1585 
15117 IFCPYC!rl .GE. LBY> GO 
GJ TO 1585 
15811 ffCPYCIIl .LT. UflY> GC 





')!') 15"'0 I=l tMN 
CC T >=CST AR C ! l + o:: LC CI l 
15')0 C'.)NT !NU€ 
DJ 5''141 I=l tNP 
TO 158 7 
TO 158 8 
TO 1585 
!F<PXC!l .LT. DELX> GO TO 5932 




II= 0 :T-l 
01 5q31 J=MNl+FIT,~Nl+FIB 
I I =I I+ l 
5q31 CSUMP=CSU~P+CCJl+9CIIt~l 
CAARv=CSUMPIQSuMP 
!FCC8Al'IO .LT. OoOl GO TO 7533 
GO TO 7534 
7 5 3 3 C B AP C= 'J • 0 
7534 CO~ITHJUE 
J'.) 66JO l=ltNP 
ox1<!>=PXCil 




JO 51.5 t=2 tN-1 




51 'I C 'JN T I 'J UC: 
'513 CJNTINUE 
J 0 9 51 4 J: 1 , M 
9514 SUMC=SUMC+CCJl•PCRCJ>•0.5 




DO 515 J::rT,IIB 














IFCAP .LE. 1.0E-C5l GO TO 7955 
PE'l=<AI-AOl/AP 
GJ TO 7a56 
7955 0"'.~=0. 0 
7a5e CJNH~IUE 
TSUM=TSUM+DEL T 
I""CPV! .LT. CHECK> GO TO 101 
CHECK:CHECK+O.C 
I!J=rIJ+l 
C X < l I J l =CB AR 0 
XSCIIJ>:PV! 
!FCPV! .GE. DC!JECK> GO TO 9943 





!FCPVIoGE.?VCJ GO TO 8010 







CALL SCALE<xs.s •• rIJol> 
CALL AXlS<1.5,9.s,3HLEN,-3,ti •• 210.,xscrrJ+l>,XSClIJ+2)) 
CALL SY~BOL14.5,4.5,C,14tllHAL=l.1390FTt27Jotlll 
~~LL SYMB0LC4.0t'lo5t0.14tl2HAT=0.3C~C FT,270.t12l 
CALL SYM90L<3.5,4.5,0.l4tllHOELT=O.Cl 0 9 270.,lll 
CALL SYMBCLC3.c,4,5,o.1'1,5~NXP:3,210.,5) 
CALL PLOTC1.5,s.s,-3) 
DJ 4115 I=l tl IJ 
4115 xsc:>=-xsc:>+'J.4 
CALL L!NE<CX,XotIIJ,1,-1,2> 







WRITE< 6 t204 > 












IFCIIJ.GT.INCJGO TO 1 
WRITEl61103)(Pt-!SC I> ,::1,IIJ> 
WR!TEC6tlCO>JoCXHCI>oI=loIIJ> 








IFCI!J.GT.I~C> GO TO 1 
IC=!NC-7 
\IR IT E ( 6 .1 c 3 )( p ... Is ( I) • r =re ' I :i: J) 
WR!TEC6olCO>J1CXHCiltI=!C1IIJl 
40 CONTINUE 





206 F1RMATC5XtlH•tlCXt•TIME:: •tF6.ltlXt•OAYS•,JX,•AMT INJ: * 
tt,F5.3,.ov+,1x,1H•> 
207 FOR~AT<5XtlH•,4X,•DELY::•,F5.1,1x,•FT•,2X,•uELX= *• 
#F~.2.1x.•FT•,2x,•OELT=•·FS.2,1x,.0AYS•,3Xt1H•> 
208 FJRMATCSXtlH•15X,+AL?HAL= •tF6.3t1Xt•FT•t5X,•ALPHAT=*• 
~F~.s,1x,•FT+,1X,lH•) 






DO 100 I=l tN 
100 IXCC:l=I 
wqrT::<Gt206J TSUM 




IFCN.GT.I~Cl GC TO 1 
'.IRTTE<6t2~7lCIYCCI>,:=l,N> 






00 10 J=ltM 
10 l.IRITEC6,208lJ1YPCJloCX(Il1I=J1MN1~l 
2C~ FQqMAT<lX1I212X1FB.ltlOX,8<El2.'+ll 




11RITE<6t20 7 >< IXC CI l tI =IC,! NC l 
l.l~IT::<6t501 ><XPCil •I=IC1INC> 
\l'l IH: <61502 > 






IFCNoGToINC> GO TO 1 
IC=I'llC-7 
l.IRITE<6t207>CI~C<!>1I=!C1Nl 
llR!TEC01501 )( XPCI> tI=!C1Nl 
WRITE<61502> 












IF<IMI.GE.ll GC TO q2 
ACltM2>=A<11M2)/ACloMll 
IF<M.EQ.ll GO TO 99 
ACltM2ll=4CltM21l/A(11Mll 
99 CONTINUE 
00 10 !=2oMI< 
MJ:M+3-I 
IF01J.LT.2> l-IJ::2 
00 20 J:MJ1Ml 
SUML::o.o 
IF<MJ.EQ.2>GC TO 22 
IC=I 
GO TO 23 
22 IC::M+l 
2 ~ 0 0 21 I I=:~ J- 1 • J- 1 
IC=IC-1 
21 SUML=SUML+ACI1I!l•ACI•IC1J+ICl 
A C I 1 J > =AC I , J > - SU l'L 
2C C:JNT!NUE 
00 30 J:M211'21 
SUMU:Q,Q 
IF<MJ.EQ.2l GO TO 32 
IC=I 
GJ TO 33 
32 IC=M+l 




IF<JIC.GT.~21> GC TO 31 
SUMU:SUMU+AC!t II>*A< I·!C,JIC> 
31 CONTINUE 






IF(JC.LT.1> GO TO 42 
JJ:O 




~O 41 II=JC,M 
JJ::JJ+l 
41 SU"IG:SUMG+A<I,II>•G(JJ> 
GC!>=<B<I >-SUHG> /A( I ,Ml> 
4 C C JNT !"JUE 
l(( MN>=G<MM > 
..,q 01.1=1 





IF(~qow.GT.~1) GC TO 61 
G·J TO 62 
61 MROl.l.:M+l 









Fortran Listing of the 





c FIXED GRID FINITE DIFFERENCE SIHULaToq 
c 








C ATEF~ TRANSVERSE DISPERSIVITY, FEET 
c 
C L TOTAL SYSTEM LENGTH, FEET 
c 
C ro MOLECULAR OIFFUSTION CCEFFICIENTt SQUARE FEET/DAY 
c 
C VBAR FLO~ RATE dVERAGED INTERSTITIAL VELOCITY, FSET/DAY 
c 



























NU~BER OF GRID BLOCKS IN Y-CIRECTION 
NUMBER CF GRID BLOCKS IN )-DIRECTION 
TIME STEP, DAY 
TOTH Nll-lBER OF PORt VOLU~ES INuECTED 
BEFCRE PROGRAM FLAGGt:D TC STCP 
INJECTED FLUID CONCENTRATIO~ 
FIRST S~ATIAL DERIVATIVE WEIGHTING FACTOR 
C••••••••••THIRD LINE 
c 









GRID PROPERTIES SHOULD BE LISTED IN CRDER THtY 
APPEAR IN CPCSS SECTION 
EACH LINE CORRESPONDS TO ONE GRID LAYER 
LAST LINE S~OULD BEGIN WITH -1.0 TC SIGNAL 
PROGRAM TO STOP ~EAOING. THlS IS A DUMMY LlNE. 




C H HEIGHT OF INDIVIDUAL LAYER 
c 
C K PERMEABILITY, MO 
c 









11tClJ<1 8 l tC 1I < 1 A> t C Clll > , CI 1<18 > tC ul <l 8 ) , EC ( 18 > , 
tfA V ( 13 l tAP H !< 1 a l t AK L< 18 > tA KT< B > 




















IFCHCIJ.LT.o.n> GO TO 2 
GIJ TO 1 
2 LYR=I-1 
POR:O.O 





CALL MEAN< 0 HIBARtAPHitHtLYRl 
l)Q 5 I=ltLYR 
AV<I>=K<I>•PHIBAR•VBAR/CtlPHI<I>•~BARl 
AKL<I>=<OO•AP~I<I>••<CM-lll+ALEFF<I>•~V<I> 







OIJ 6 J:l,M 
JT:JT+JSTEP 


























!F<KT<l>.GT.0.0001> GO TO 953 
CA<l>=t./DELT+W•VCl>IDELX+KL<l>l<OELX*•2) 
GO TO 954 





IF<M.EQ.11 GO TO 207 
DO 911 J:2,M 
9C<J>:CI•VCJ>IDELX 
!F<KT<J>.GT.o.ooa11 GO TO 955 
CSCJ>:l./DELT+W•V<J>IDELX+KL(Jl/CuELX••2) 
GO TO 956 
"!55 CONTINUE 
C8CJ>=l.IDELT+W•V<J>IDELX+KL<J>/CJELX••2>+2.• 
JI ( C KT CJ>* KT< J+ 1 >>IC KT CJ> +KT< J + l> > >I <DEL Y..., 2 >+PH I <J-1 > • 2. * 
# ( C KT < J > • K TC J- 1 > l I < KT < J > +KT < J - l > > ) I C PH I C J > • < DE L Y ** 2 > > 
956 CJNT !NUE 
CI1BCJ>=KL(J)/COELX••2>-Wl•V<Jl/CELX 
a 11 CONTINUE 
20 7 CONT !NUE 
Cl!<l>=W•V<l>/CELX+KL<l>l<CELX••2l 
IFCKT<ll.GT.o.coot> GO TO 957 
C < 1 > =1 .I DEL T + wC• V< 1 > /0 ELX+ 2 • • K LC l> IC OE L X** 2 l 
GO TO 958 
957 CONTINUE 
C < 1> =1 .I DEL T+ WC• V< ll / 0 ELX+ 2. • K LC 1> I< o.:: L X•• 2 > 
II+ 2. • < ( KT< 1) *KT < 2 > > IC KT < l> +KT< 2) > ) I <OE LY•• 2 > 
95A CONTINUE 
Cil<l>=KL<l>/CCELX••2>-wl•V<l>/DEL~ 
IF<KT<11.r,r.o.0001> GO TO 959 
CJl< l> :O .o 




rF<M.EQ.ll GO TO 208 
DJ 10 J:2 d' 
IFCKT<J>.GT.O.OCOl> GO TO 961 
ClJCJ>=O.'J 






:~cKTCJ>.GT.0.0001> GC TC 96~ 
CC J) =1 .I DEL T +II C• V< J >I DELX + 2. •KL Cu> IC DEL X •• 2 > 
164 
GO TO ~64 
963 CO"JTINUt: 
C < J l = 1. I DEL T+ w C• V< J >I DELX+ 2. * K LC J) I< c;: L Xu 2 > + 





IFCKT<J>.GT.0.0001> GO TO 965 
CJl<J>=o.o 
GO TO q66 
%5 CONTINUE 
CJ 1 < J l: 2 • • ( (KT < J ) *KT ( J + l) > I (KT ( J >+KT( J+ 1) ) l I< 0 ELY*• 2) 




DO 11 J:l ,MN 




!F<~.~O.l> GO TO 37 
GO TO % 
'H CONTINUE 
D'J 211 I=2tMN 
211 A<Itl>=-ClI<l> 
A<lt2>=CBCll•CJl(ll 
D·J 212 I=2,MN-1 
212 AC1t2l=CC1>-CJ1<1> 
ACMN,2l=C<l>·CJ1Cll•C:l<l> 
0'1 213 I=l ,/JN•l 
213 ACI,3l=·CI1Cll 
GO TO 214 
q11 CONTINUE 
I I =1-1 
DO 31 I=M+ltMNt"I 






00 40 I=ltMNtl~ 
DO 41 J=lt1" 
I I=I I+l 
41 ACIItMl=·ClJCJ> 
40 CJNTINUt: 




D'J 51 I=M+lt'IN-Mt~ 





51 A < I: , :1+ 1> = C < J > -C Jl CJ> 








00 60 I=ltMNtM 




A<I! 9 M+2>=0.0 
<;I) CONTPJUE 
I!=O 
DO 72 I=l,MN-MtM 










DO !'10 I=ltM 
B<I>=B<I>+BCC!l 




l)J 513 J=ltM 
DO 514 I:J,MNtl' 
















TS UM=T3UM+ DEL T 
!F<PVI.LT.CHECKl GO TO 672 
IHIS:IHIS+l 




!FCPVI.GE.PVCl GO TO 100 
GO TO Ul 
100 CALL PLOT C2t 1 t5LP LOTP. l 
CALL SCAL <XHtEooIHISdl 
CALL AXIS 1.5,9.5,~HC8ARt4obot3otXrCIH:S+lJ,XHCIHIS+2>> 
C.l.LL SCAL ("l:l!O',C., ,rH:S,ll 
CALL .~XIS l.5,'9,5,3HPVI,-3,9.' 270. ti'HIS< IHIS+ll ,PHISC IHIS+2l l 
166 
CALL SYM13CL<7.5,9. 10.l'+14HP'l\-9t2i0 .,q) 
:ALL SYMBGLC7.Q,9.8,C.l'+t9HAL=6.2 FTt270ot7> 
CALL SY~80LC6.5t9otOol41lOHAT=o.oo FT.~?a •• 10> 
CALL SYMBOLC6.,9.,0.141BHWELL 1311270.t~l 
CALL PLOTC1.s. 0 .s,-3) 































IFC!HIS.GT.INC>GO TO 1 
WR!TEC6tl03><PHISCI>1I=l1IHIS> 
"PITE<6,100lJtHTOTtKBARtPHl8ARt<XHCI>t!=ltIHIS> 






!'JC: I NC+8 
WRITE<613G4) 










206 ""JRMATC:iX1lH•11JX1•TI'~E= •tFooltlXt•CAYS•t3Xt•AMT INJ: * 
fftF5e3t•PV•t7Xtlr•l 
207 FJRMAT(5XtlH•,4X,•OELY=•tFS.ltlXt•FT•t2Xt•DELX= •• 
~c5.2,1x,•FT•,2X.·O~LT=•tFS.2,1x,•DAYS•t3XtlH•) 
208 FORMATC5Xt1H•t~X,•AL?HAL= •1FE.J1lXt•FT•15X1•ALPHAT=•t 
167 
nF9.51lX1•FT•17X1lH•) 
209 FJ~MAT<SX114•,10Xt•L= •1F6.l1lXt•FT•,qX,•V8AK: • 1 
~F4.21lX1•FT/SE:C•tlOX1lH•) 
210 FQRMAT<5X,lH•t15Xt•WC::iGHTING FACTOR= *tF5.2,1sx,1H•) 
211 FO~MATC5X1lH•1l6X1•INITIAL CONC.: *tfo.3116X 9 1H•> 






SUMl:'J • C 
IJJ 1 I=l1N 
SUMl:SUMl+HI > 









IF<I"1I.GE.l> GC TO 82 
ACltM2>=ACltM2)/ACl,,.l> 
rFCM.c:a.u GO TO 'H 
A<ltM21):ACltM2l)fACltMl) 
99 CONT!NUC:: 
DO 10 I=2tMN 
MJ:M+3-I 
IFCMJ.LT.2> MJ=2 
00 20 J:MJ,Ml 
SUML:O.O 
!FCMJ.E:0.2>GO TO 22 
IC=I 
GO TO 23 
22 IC:M+l 





00 30 J:M2,1'21 
SUMU=C.O 
IFCMJ.E~.2> GO TO 32 
IC=I 
GO TO 33 
32 IC=M+l 
33 00 31 II=MJ-ltM 
IC=IC-1 
JIC:J+IC 




3 0 C O~JT INUE 
10 CJNT!NUE 
82 CONT!"IUC:: 
G C l) =A < 1 > I A C 1 , I' 1 l 
0 0 4 0 I= 2' M~J 
JC="•2-I 
IFCJC.LT.ll GO TC 42 
168 
JJ:O 




DO 41 II=JC,M 
JJ:JJ+l 
41 SU"IG:SUMG+A<I, II )•GCJJ) 
GC!>=<B<Il-SUMG> IA<I,Ml> 
40 CONTINUE 
X( '1N>=G<M~J l 
M0 ::JW=l 





IF<MRO~.GT.Mll GO TO 51 
GO TO 52 
51 M'WW:M+l 









Fortran Listing of the 





C L AND ~ GROUPT~G MET~OO pq~GRAM 
c 




























TRANSVERSE OISPERSIVITY, FE~T 
LONGITUDINAL OISFERSIVITY, FEET 
TOTAL SYSTEM LENGTH, FEET 
MOLECULAR DIFFUSION CCEFFICIE~T, 
SQUARE FEET/DAY 
FLOW RATE AVERAG~D !NT~RSTITIAL VELCCITYt 
FEET/DAY 
FORMATION CEMENTATICN FACTCR 
C•••••••••SECJND 
c 











~ACH LINE CORRESPONDS TO INDIVICUAL LAYER pqcPERTIES 
LIST ~S THEY APPEAR :N CROSS SECTION 
LAST LINE S~OULO BEGIN WITH -1.C TC FLAG PROGRAM 
TO STOP. THIS IS A DUMMY LI~E. 






















I : J 
\.IPITEC6tl~l l 
1 I : ! + 1 
:i.=::.o, H(I),KCI),P~ICil 
IFCH<:>.LT.O.OlGO TO 2 
GJ T'l 1 
171 
c 
2 L YR : I - 1 
HTOT:O .O 
0) 55')3 !=ltLYR 
5503 HTor:.;ToT+H<I> 
CALL ~EANCKBAR,K,H,LYP) 
CALL MEANCPHI8A0 ,PHitHtLYRl 
D'.l 5 I=ltLYP 
VCil : K<Il•PHI8AP•V8AR/CPHICI>•KAARl 
KL<I>: CO~•PHI<I>••<M-lll + 4LEFF•V<I> 
5 KT<I>: CQ()•PHICI>••Cl'-lll + ATEFF•V<I> 
C~LL ~LPH~CLYo,PH!,H,KtKB~R,PHIBAR,HTCT,ALPHAltATEFF, 
llV 8 AR, d LEFF, V > 
wRITE<6,5505> AL 0 HA1 
55~5 FOo~ATClXt•ALP~Al =•,Fl2.S> 
40 IF<LYR.EO.l>GO TO 200 
LYRl : LYG. - 1 
C C~LCULATE NTD 
c 
c 
ao 6 I=l.LYRl 
R : l4o•CL/CH<I>+HCI+llll••2 
~TD<I>: R•KTC!+l>/CL•V<I» 
6 IFCV<I>.LT.V<I+lllNTQCI> = R•KT<Il/CL•V<I+l>> 
C FIND ~AXHIUM NTD 
c 
c 
R : 0. 0 
DO 7 I=l,LYPl 
7 R = t.'>lAXl<R,NTCCI>l 
IF<?.LT.5.ClGO TC 200 
C LOCATE LAYER-PAIR WITH MAXIMU~ NTD 
c 
DO 8 I=ltLY'll 
[FCARS<R-~TOCI>>.LT.EPHSlGO TC 9 
8 C JNT INUE 
9 CONTINUE 
IF<V<I>.LT.VCI+ll>GO TO 10 
Vl : V<I> 




V2 = V<I+l> 
H2 = .;cr+u 
K2 : K<I+l> 
PHI2 = ;>HI CI+l > 
KT2 : KT< I+l > 
GO TO 11 
10 V!. = V<I•l> 
Hl : H<I+l> 
Kl : KCI+l> 
PH!l: PH!CI+ll 
KTl = KTCI+ll 
V2 = V<I> 
H2 : HCI> 
K2 = K<r> 
KT2: KTC!l 
PHI2: PHICI> 
11 HT = Hl + H2 
PHT : (PHil•H1 + PHl2•H2)/HT 















A : <Vl-VHT)/Vf-T 
B = CV2-VHT>/VH 
KLHT = <KL<Il•HD + KL<I+ll•i-'(!+l»ll"T 
C : 2. •A*C• ( ( Hl/l-'T )••3 l<>(Pl"Il/PHTl •lthT•L/KTl 
C : <3.•A•8•<Hl•H2•H21<HT••3ll•(PHil/PHTl•VHTwL/KT2l - C 
C : C + <R•B•<PHI2/Pi-'T)•((i-'2/HT>••3l•VHT•L/KT2> 
?E : <KLHT/CVHT•U l - C<HT/L>••2l•C/6. 
KLCI> : PE•VHT•L 
DHI<I> : PHT 
V<I> : VHT 
KCil: <K<I>•HC!) + KCI+ll•H<I+l))/f;T 
KT<I>: <KTCil•HT*KTCI+l>ll<KT<I>*HI+l> + KT<I+U•H<I» 
IHI> : HT 
RE-INDEX LAYERS 
I = I + 1 
DO 12 J :I,LYRl 
H(J) : H(J+l> 
PHI<J> = 0 HI<J+l) 
K<Jl = K<J+ll 
V <J> = V(J+l> 
KTCJl : KTCJ+l> 
KL<Jl : KL<J+l> 
L YR = L YR - 1 




DO 15 I=ltLYR 
PE = KL<I>l<V<I>•L) 
AL 0 HA = P:C•L 
\ol PIT E < 6t1 0 :3 > H < I> t PH I < I > tK (I > t N TD< I > , K LC I >t KT< I> t V (I >.PE t AL PH A 
i=')RMAT<I• PEAD ALEFF,~TEFFtLtOOtllBAR,M •> 
FJRMAT(/• READ HtKtPHI •> 







SUM = O. 
SUMl = O. 
DO 1 !=ltN 
SUMt : SUMl + HCI> 
SUM= SUM+ X<I>•H<I> 
Xfl = SUM/SUMl 
R<:TURN 
:0:"10 
SU 0 ROUTI"IE ALPhECMtPCRIGtHORIG,KCRIGtHEANKtMEANFtSUPHtALPHAlt 




O'.l l!'! I=ltM 
SU'1L:AL:'.FF•VC:>•PO~!G1Il•HORIG<I>/ 
lt(VqAR*MEA~F•SU~Hl 
SU MK: I C KOR I·:> C I >I PO Rb I I l J • CM:: i<NK/M EA NP>>•• 2 
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